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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a clear, coherent justification for the

inclusion of creative dance in the educational curriculum; to show why creative

dance should be included in the curriculum and what creative dance education

would have to look like in order to provide this sort of educational value. I provide

a justification for creative dance based on its ability to foster understanding as a

result of its potential to provide aesthetic experience. I examine the form which

creative dance education has to take if it is to foster understanding on the part of the

participants of creative dance activities. I argue that creative dance education must

involve the appreciating and creating of works with aesthetic features.

In chapter one, I argue that it is the aesthetic nature of creative dance wherein

lies its strongest educational value. Chapter two involves an examination of what

is meant by an aesthetic nature. In chapter three I present a justification for creative

dance by arguing that the aesthetic nature of creative dance makes it possible to

attain a unique understanding on the part of the participants of creative dance

activities. What form creative dance education has to take to provide this knowlege

is the focus of chapter four where I examine what it means to create and appreciate

works with aesthetic features. I contrast the approach of creating and appreciating

works with aesthetic features with prevalent approaches to fostering creativity in

dance education (and education in general), arguing that, contrary to popular belief,

creativity involves precisely the creation of original works with aesthetic features. I

further argue that much of the confusion regarding the idea of creativity in dance



education is a result of conflating the imaginative with the creative. Thus, in

chapter five, I examine what is meant by imaginative activities and how these are

different from creative activities but how they are stili necessary for creating works

which foster understanding. Finaily, in chapter six, I examine the practical

implications of a justification based on the understanding gained through aesthetic

experience and the form which creative dance education has to take as a result of

this justification.
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Chapter I

CREATIVE DANCE IN THE CURRICULUM

Creative dance in the educational curriculum has been non-existent at worst

and peripheral at best. Unlike mathematics or language arts, creative dance is not

typically considered to be a "real" subject. Rather, it shares a status similar to that of

drama. Just as drama has been considered a part of the language arts program, crea-

tive dance is usually considered a paft, albeit a smali part, of the physical education

curriculum. Unlike drama, creative dance is not usually viewed as an activity to be

offered as extra-curricular; i.e., drama clubs are much more prominent than creative

dance clubs. Why is creative dance so often limited to a peripheral position in the

physicai education class? Why does it not share the same status as mathematics and

language arts? A reason implied in the "back to the basics" movement (of which,

needless to say, creative dance is not a part) is the iack of cognitive content of

activities such as creative dance. However, I would argue that creative d.ance does

have cognitive content. In fact, I would suggest that the most convincing justifica-

tion for the inclusion of creative dance in the educational curriculum is its ability to

foster understanding on the part of those participating in creative dance activities.

Many attempts have been made at justifying a position for dance in the

curriculum. The literature concerning creative dance contains some rather

grandiose claims.

Creative dance refers to bodily activities that express inner thoughts and
feelings and enhance those thoughts and feelings. This art form empha-
sizes creativity, problem solving, and the expression of thoughts and



feelings.l

Creative movement represents a specialized art form with tremendous
educational potential for children. It amalgamates the physical, affective,
and intellectual components of the child. It stimulates and enriches the
creative personality and plants a promise for imagination and achieve-
ment which may easily extend beyond today's visions.2

Dance in the educational environment is more than a physical phenome-
non. The participant learns to be intellectually curious, to engage in critical
thinking and to be intimately involved in ptóblu* solving, .itricn generates
imaginative, inventive, and expressive responses.3

Creative dance provides alternative and supplemental avenues to instruc-
tion. It is not a frill or an afterthought, but an integral part of learning, a
way of opening all areas of learning and of stimulating the educational
process.4

The arts and especialiy creative dance are basic to a child's education because
they foster the development of a positive self-concept. The central part of
self-concept is the bodily self; and creative experience with bodily self is fun-
damental to education, to development, to self-fulfillment, and ultimately
to society.5

There is a certain vagueness to many of the claims made. For example, the

ciaim that "creative dance emphasizes problem-solving" is offered without

suggestion as to how this takes place. For the claim that creative dance "plants a

promise for imagination," the concept of imagination is not explicated. With

respect to the claim that "it stimulates the educational process," there is no

indication as to what is meant by the educational process. There are also some

potential contradictions. For example, if creative dance is viewed as a means to

learning other subject areas or as a means to developiog u postitive self-concept,

should it be called an art form? Art is typically considered intrinsically rather than

instrumentally valuable. Although art may be valuable for its own sake, does this

negate its potential as a means to other ends? At what point would creative dance



move from the realm of art to the realm of therapy? Are these emphases dichoto-

mous? Not only is it important to clarify the claims made for creative dance, it is

also important to examine the argumentation offered in support of them. Many of

the claims made in the literature are simply stated with no supporting arguments.

For others, the arguments offered are seriously flawed.

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a clear, coherent justification for the

inclusion of creative dance in the educational curriculum; to show why creative

dance should be included in the educational curriculum and what creative dance

education would have to look like in order to provide this sort of educational value.

I intend to provide a justification for creative dance based on its ability to foster

understanding as a result of its potential to provide aesthetic experiences. I will

examine the form which creative dance education will have to take if it is to foster

understanding on the part of the participants of creative dance activities. I will

argue that creative dance education must involve the appreciating and creating of

works with aesthetic features. In chapter one, I will argue that it is the aesthetic

nature of creative dance wherein lies its strongest educational value. Chapter two

will involve an examination of what is meant by an aesthetic nature. úr chapter

three I will present a justification for creative dance by arguing that the aesthetic

nature of creative dance makes it possible to attain a unique understanding on the

part of the participants of creative dance activities. \Alhat form creative dance

education will have to take to provide this knowlege is the focus of chapter four

where I examine what it means to create and appreciate works with aesthetic

features. I will contrast the approach of creating and appreciating works with



aesthetic features with prevalent approaches to fostering creativity in dance

education (and education in generai), arguing that, contrary to popular belief,

creativity involves precisely the creation of original works with aesthetic features. I

will further argue that much of the confusion regarding the idea of creativity in

dance education is a result of conflating the imaginative with the creative. Thus, in

chapter five, I will examine what is meant by imaginative activities and how these

are different from creative activities but how they are still necessary for creating

works which foster understanding. Finally, in chapter six, I will examine the

practical implications of a justification based on the understanding gained through

aesthetic experience and the form which creative dance education would have to

take as a result of this justification.

Dance Forms

In order to provide a justification for creative dance, we must first determine

what creative dance is. I will first consider the place of creative dance in the realm

of dance forms. Then I will outline the main views regarding creative dance and

show what is acceptable and what is problematic with each of these views.

The common element found in all forms of dance is the movement of the

body for aesthetic purposes, but how this is achieved varies from dance form to

dance form. If dance forms, e.g., ballet, jazz, tap, are viewed on a continuum,

creative dance is typically placed at one end with baltet at the opposite end. Ballet is

considered one of the most structured forms of dance, with little leeway for personal

expression on the part of the dancers. Creative dance, on the other hand, is typically



considered to involve a large degree of "self-expression." Ballet movements are

ingrained in a long history and there is a correct way to perform each movement.

Although the director of a ballet may take license in varying the number of dancers

on stage, entries and exits, costumes, set design, etc., he/she cannot change how, for

example, an arabesque is supposed to look. In creating new baliets, the choreogra-

pher has the freedom to juxtaposition certain movements but how these move-

ments are to be performed is governed by the ballet tradition. As for the dancers,

they have no freedom to change a ballet movement and there is usually little

opportunity to choreograph movements into a dance piece. In other words, ballet

dancers must conform to the tradition of ballet as well as to directions from the

choreographer or director.

Jazz and tap dance are similar to ballet in that the tradition has developed

particular movements and techniques. However, there is usually more leeway than

that available in ballet for dancers to incorporate some improvised movements.

lazz or tap choreographers wili sometimes choreograph a dance in such a way that a

portion of the dance piece is devoted to improvised movement on the part of the

dancers. So, although certain jazz steps and tap technique is learned, there is the

potential for dancers to incorporate some of their own movements.

Folk and social dance is similar to jazz and tap in that certain steps and

sequences have developed over history. Flowever, there is usually a large degree of

freedom for participants in these forms to "add their own touch." I must clarify

what I mean by "their own" in regard to folk dance. Folk dance has received its title

as a consequence of the form resulting from dances developed from the common



"folk." The common folk are constituents of particular cultures and thus, folk

dances are culturally specific. F{ence, a step common to many cultures, e.g. the

schottische, wili be adapted somewhat to fit the dances of a particular culture.

Regarding sociai dance, participants' "own touch" will be more personal. When

people waltz or fox trot, they wiil be performing certain steps but how they arrange

them and how they dance with a partner will be more of a personal expression than,

for instance, a pas de deux in ballet.

Modern dance is probably closest to the creative dance end of the continuum

in that there is a lot of room, especially on the part of the choreographer, to create

movements for a dance piece. Like jazz and tap, there are often portions of a dance

piece where the dancers have an opportunity to improvise movements. As well,

modern dance is more like theatre than ballet in that the dancers are typicalty given

opportunity to add their own "personal touch" to the piece. Modern dance is also a

dance form where often the dancer and the choreographer are one and the same

Person. Because of the opportunity to improvise and choreograph, modern dance is

probably most similar to creative dance. In fact, modern dance may be perceived as

an advanced form of creative dance. This would be similar to viewing artistic

gymnastics as the follow up from educational gymnastics. Flowever, I would like to

stress an important difference between modern dance and creative dance. Modern

dance does not have a very long history but since its inception, certain movements

have been adopted and modified from other dance forms. These movements have

become part of a modern dancer's repertoire. Thus, modern dance is becoming, to a

limited degree, like ballet in that years of training in technique is required. Creative



dance also involves skill in using movement elements, but to a lesser extent.

Before going into more detail regarding what creative dance invoives, I must

make one further distinction between creative dance and other dance forms.

Having suggested that the criteria common to ali dance forms is the movement of

the body for aesthetic purposes, I might anticipate the objection that another criter-

ion shouid be the relationship of this movement to music. Flowever, although

music is intimately connected to the dance forms of bailet, jazz, tap, folk and social

dance, this is not the case with modern and creative dance. In fact, modern dance

developed in part as a reaction against traditional forms of dance. Atong with the

rejection of formalized movements, modern dance rejected the necessity of music

for movement to be called dance. Aithough rhythm is still a component of modern

dance, this rhythm is stimulated not only through music, but also percussion, body

sounds, Poetry, literature and the visual arts. The use of other art forms as stimulus

for movement is also evident in the teaching of creative dance. So although music

is often a stímulus for creative dance, it is not a necessary component and thus the

existence of music with movement is not a criterion common to all dance forms.

The preceding discussion may give the impression that the only difference

between the various dance forms is the degree of structure involved and the use or

non-use of music as a stimulus. Although there are differences in style and nature

of movements particular to each dance form, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to

go into a detailed description of these. However, one further point should be made

regarding the differences between dance forms and this concerns their purpose.

Sparshott makes a useful distinction when he distinguishes between three kinds of



dances.

There are ethnic dances, danced as part of a way of tife in which they
play a structural or ideological role; there are social dances, which gronpt
of people dance together just as a means of endorsing their togethe-rnesi;
and there are art dances, which are danced in sfudioJand thea-tres and
belong to the same world as concert halls and art galeries.6

Folk dance wouid fall under the ethnic dances category, sociai dance would fall

under the social dances category, and ballet, tap, jazz, modern and creative dance

would be categorized as art dances. None of these categorizations would be

considered contentious except perhaps the placing of creative dance in the art dances

category. I will argue, however, that this is exactly where creative dance should be

placed. Before detailing this argument, it is important to clarify what is meant by

creative dance.

What is Creative Dance?

I must first distinguish between "creative dance" and "creative" dance. In

chapter four, I will discuss criteria necessary for labelling something as creative and I

would suggest that if any dance form meets these criteria, it could be labelled as

being creative. "Creative dance," on the other hand is a particular form of dance. It

is a form of dance typically taught in elementary schools because it does not require

the years of training required by other dance forms. Basically, creative dance

involves the utilization of movement elements to express thoughts and feelings.

Creative dance has been defined by many dance practitioners and theoreticians as an

expression of the inner self through the medium of movement.T Dimondstein



exPands uPon this definition when she considers dance to be "the interpretation of a

child's ideas, feelings, and sensory impressions expressed symbolicatly in move-

ment forms through the unique use of his body."8 Creative dance teachers may

suggest particular ideas or feelings which they want their students to express

through movement. Another possibitity would involve teachers providing a

stimulus, e.9., a piece of music, a poem, a painting, which they want students to

interpret and express through the medium of movement.

The medium of movement can be further defined using the elements of

movement. An analysis of movement into its constituent elements has been

comprehensively carried out by Rudoif Laban. Examples of Laban's movement

elements include body awareness, space awareness, the awareness of weight, time,

and flow; and the adaptation to parlners and groups.g The movement themes

developed from these elements have formed the basis of numerous handbooks on

creative dance.1O Although the curriculum content proposed by these writers has

been criticized as being too myoptic,lt l would suggest that the development of an

elemental movement vocabulary has a wider purpose, that being to express the

inner self. In fact, Joyce states that the goal of creative dance is "to communicate

through movement"l2 and Preston-Dunlop's handbook includes a theme which

she refers to as "Meaning, Expression, Communication and Embod.iment."13

Creative dance then, is not simply what Morin refers to as "elemental dance" (dance

whose content is based solely upon the utilization of movement elements) but it



also includes aspects of what she refers to as "expressive dance" (dance dealing with

the aesthetic qualities and qualitative relationships).1a Whether the focus is on the

elemental or expressive aspects of creative dance is often a function of who is

viewing the activity.

Creative dance is viewed differentty by different sectors of the educational

system. Lr many provinces, creative dance is considered part of the physical

education curriculum. More recently, a number of Canadian provinces, i.e., British

Columbia and Saskatchewan, have considered placing dance under the rubric of arts

education. The aspect of creative dance which is emphasized reflects the position

relegated to creative dance in the curriculum. As part of the physical education

curriculum, the focus of creative dance lessons is typically on the deveiopment of

the motor skills involved with little emphasis on the aesthetic potential of the

experience. In the realm of arts education, the aesthetic potential of creative dance is

the primary focus. Besides an emphasis on motor skills or aesthetic potential,

creative dance has also been viewed as a means to improve students' self-concepts

as well as a means to learn other subject areas. I will examine the views of creative

dance as physical education, as therapy, as integration, and as art. I will explicate

what is acceptable and what is problematic with each of these views.

Dance as Physical Education

Movement is not dance, but all dance involves movement.lS

It is a focus on the movement involved in creative dance which has resulted

10



in its inclusion in the physical education curriculum of most provinces. Flowever,

movement can be viewed in more than one way. Stanley makes a distinction be-

tween functional and expressive movement.

Functionai or objective movement and subjective or expressive move-
ment offer the participant two opposing experiences. Objective move-
melt may be defined as the type which is geared to accomplish a practical
o-tk: Simple examples are to kick a ball; to vault over a fence; to pull a
sled. . .

Fxpressive movement conveys a thought or feeling. The body is the
instrument of communication. Simple examples 

-of 
expressiïe move-

ments are: the angry stamp of a foot; a startled jrmp of fright; a slow,
cautious tiptoeing. The interpretation of expressive actions is not as sim-
ple a matter as that of understanding or assessing objective movement.l6

Dance is typically viewed as employing expressive movement while most sports

skilis are considered functional in nature. However, this dichotomy is not so

obvious when one considers what Best refers to as 'aesthetic' sports:

there-is a category of sports in which the aim cannot be specified in isola-
tion from the aesthetic, for example, synchronized swimming, trampolin-
ing, gymnastics, figure-skating and diving. I shall call these 'ãesthetic'
sports_ since they are similar to the arts in that their purpose cannot be
considered apart from the manner of achieving it. . . por instance, it would
make no sense to suggest to a figure-skater that it did not matter how he
performed his movements, as long as he achieved the purpose of the sport,
since that purpose inevitably concerns the manner of performance.lT

Although aesthetic sports appear to involve expressive movement, the functional

nature of movement is also present. One of the objectives of involvement in an

aesthetic sport is to gain dominance over a competitor. This point is noted by

Krohn.

But sport is not dance, and dance is not sport. The objective of the two
activities is different. In sport, the objective is to win ihe game or gain
dominance over a competitor, and the opportunity to gaii dominãnce

11



over the opPonent depends on the skili level. In dance, however, the
goal is to communicafe an idea or feeling, and therefore, the stress is on
the quality of the movement, in order to make it more meaningful.lS

Krohn's comment that skill level is a determinant in the ability of a competi-

tor to gain dominance over another competitor ushers in another area in need of

elucidation, that of skill acquisition. Dimondstein suggests that "dance is geared

neither toward the refinement of skills in themselves nor toward competitive ends.

Skills become the means by which each individual grapples with the elements of

dance to shape a Personal statement."1g It is this distinct purpose of acquiring skills

for dance which has led Carr to scrutinize the emphasis placed on 'behavioral objec-

tives'by many physical educationalists. Carr argues

that a behaviorai objectives approach to the teaching of physical and
practica-l pursuits in general, and to the activity of dãnce in particuiar,
is cripplingly limited to the exent that it is dominated or constrained
by a particular view of theoretical psychology that persists in an attempt
to understand skill learning in terms of conditioning and reinforcemånt,
associations between stimuli and responses or some elaboration of these
notions in the guise of a "psychomotor" model of skitl acquisition.2O

Although the "psychomotor" model of skili acquisition dominates the teaching of

physical education, Carr notes that there is a significant problem in applying such a

model to the teaching of creative dance. Creative dance skills are not the same as

sports skills in their ability to be conditioned. Carr suggests that a necessary condi-

tion of creativity is that there is a certain degree of autonomy involved in creative

conduct. He emphasizes that by autonomy he does not mean unconstrained free-

dom' In fact, he advocates the necessity of teaching dance skills and knowledge.

However, he points out that by teaching skills and knowledge, one cannot

necessarily predetermine the outcome of their application.
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To state that creative conduct cannot be conditioned, then, is to express a
conceptual point rather than merely to comment on the limits of iechnical
possibility. If it is creative or expressive dance that we are interested in,
then, the job of the teacher is to acquaint pupils with dance skills and tech-
niques, knowledge of dance-artistic conventlons, and traditional forms and
to equip them with a repertoire of abilities to perform particular movements,
but always with a view to their being able eventually to act autonomously
in the light of this knowledge, understanding, and skili.21

A more detailed discussion of conditions for creativity will be the focus of chapter

four. At this point, it is sufficient to note that if the outcome of creative conduct

requires some degree of autonomy, the teaching of the skitls involved will not

necessarily fit the "psychomotor" model of skill acquisition. Since this model is the

predominant model of physical education classes, the outcome of this argument

necessitates either moving creative dance out of the realm of physical education or

expanding our conception of physical education to inciude other modeis of skilt

acquisition.

Since phvsical skills are a necessary component of creative dance, I see noth-

ing wrong with including it in the physical education curriculum. However, not

only do models of skili acquisition have to accommodate the conditions for creative

conduct, teachers of creative dance have to be aware of the potential for aesthetic

experience in dance. If creative dance involved nothing more than the develop-

ment of physical skills, we would be hard pressed to justify the inciusion of dance

over other activities whose focus is also on the development of motor skills. A

prime example of such an activity is that of educational gymnastics. Both creative

dance and educational gymnastics emphasize the development of basic motor skills.

If creative dance did not offer anything beyond what is offered by educational
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gymnastics, there would be no reason (other than variety) to include creative dance

in the curriculum.

Dance theoreticians have suggested that creative dance does offer something

not offered by activities such as educational gymnastics and that something is the

potential for an aesthetic experience. McColl suggests that "what distinguishes the

content of children's dance from movement education is its specific emphasis on

the expressive and the aesthetic."22 A realization of this aesthetic potential has

implications for the physical education teacher.

Dance at the physical education levei has often been taught as a series of
movement skills with little thought given to its aesthetic and artistic side.
No time has been given to areas such as history or dance appreciation,
which are a very important part of dance education. Ensuiiñg that physical
educators who are going out to teach have some background in these
areas is of the utmost importance.23

Krohn's suggestion that to realize the aesthetic/artistic side of dance requires some

background on the part of the teacher is a point well taken. Physical education

teachers cannot realize the potentiai of the aesthetic nature of creative dance with-

out taking some necessary steps in that direction. In conclusion, the recognition of

the aesthetic potential of creative dance is an essential element in teaching this

activity. Thus, dance can be viewed as a part of physical education but this neces-

sitates an exPansion of the conception of physical education to include the aesthetic.

Dance as Therapy

It is the expressive nature of creative dance which entails an expansion of the

concept of physical education to include the aesthetic. It is also the expressive
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nature of creative dance which has resulted in many dance practitioners and

theoreticians esPousing the therapeutic potential of creative dance. The therapeutic

potential of dance becomes obvious when creative dance is advocated as a means to

help children develop positive self-concepts and self-acceptance. Murray expresses

this sentiment when she credits creative dance with providing

a primary medium fo-r expression involving the total self (not just a part,
like the voice) or totaliy separated from the physical self (like painting or
scuìpture). Dance and the movement that produces it is 'me' ãnd, as"such,
is the most intimate of expiessive media. A child's self-concept, his own
identity and self-esteem are improved in relation to such r.tr" of his body's
movement.24

The emphasis on the "me" or the personal nature of creative dance is reiterated by

Alter when she states that "during a creative dance experience, children engage in

problem-finding activity in which their own bodies provide the means of solutio'.

This can enhance children's sense of bodily self and contribute to a positive self-

concePt."25

justifying the inclusion of creative dance in the educational curriculum on

the basis of its therapeutic value issues in the question of whether education is the

same as therapy. If they are not the same, how does a different emphasis affect the

teaching of creative dance and what should be the emphasis in an educational

setting?

I would suggest that the aims of the teacher and therapist are different.

Arnold emphasizes this contention.

The aims and objectives of the teacher are not those of the therapist.
Although therapeutic effects may stem from the work of the teaåher of
aesthetic or exPressive activities, these are not the reason for their being
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taught. The teacher as educator is concerned with introducing the pupil
to these activities for their own inherent values rather than fõr othãr 

^

benefits which may fortuitously accrue as a result of engaging in them.
The educator and the therapist have different p.trporus, 

"leti though the
outcomes of their efforts may in fact to some extent overlap.26

If creative dance is being taught as an expressive activity having aesthetic value, it

should be tealízed that its therapeutic benefits are side-effects, not the main purpose

of the activity. Therapeutic and educational benefits are often conflated, especiaily

by those who view education as involving personal growth. However, the question

must be raised regarding how a teacher would know if growth was occurring. This

question must be answered if the aim of education is personal growth. The teacher

could only know if growth occurred through some form of assessment. As Best

points out, "a teacher needs to know whether, and to what extent, his students are

understanding and learning, and to achieve such knowledge is assessment. To fait

to assess is to fail to teach."27 Topush the argument further, if the teacher realizes

that growth is not occurring, he/she must intervene. As Best puts it, ',to refuse to

intervene is to refuse to educate."28 Thus, even if education is viewed as involving

personal growth, something must be done to ensure that growth is occurring

(assessment) and if growth is not occurring, something must be done to change this

(intervention). This is not necessarily what happens in a therapeutic setting. In a

therapeutic setting, growth has ceased for some reason. The aim of the therapist,

then, is to find the cause of this cessation of growthì e.g., some particular experience.

Creative dance has been used with emotionally disturbed people as a way of

expressing particular experiences which they are unable to recount verbally. If

creative dance is being experienced within a therapeutic setting as opposed to an
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educational one, how the activity is taught wilt differ. This difference has important

implications for the justification of creative dance in an educøtional curriculum.

When dance is experienced as therapy, artistic form takes a backseat to the

content of what is being expressed, ê.8. a particuiar experience. Dimondstein makes

a distinction which would prove fruitful at this point. She differentiates between

"self-expression" which she defines as givin g aent to feelings that may be random

or uncontrolled and reflect the way a person feels at the moment and "artistic

expression" which is giving form to feelings that are either evoked or controlled in

relation to the sensuous qualities of a medium, the organization of materials, and

response to the subject.29 In a therapeutic setting, where people are physically

expressing experiences which they have not been able to vocalise, the movement

involves "venting" as opposed to "giving form" to feelings; i.e., the content being

expressed supersedes the form of the expression. Once again, I am not denying the

value of this sort of expression, but I am suggesting that it belongs in a therapeutic,

not an educational setting.

As part of an educational curriculum, I would suggest that creative dance

involves helping students learn how to give form to their thoughts and feelings

being expressed through movement. This emphasis on form is important if the

teacher is to assess the growth of the students in their ability to express their

thoughts and feelings. In chapter two, I will discuss the aesthetic features which

give form to such expressions but at this point I want to suggest that these features

act as standards for assessment. Th"y are also important as points of focus if the
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teacher must intervene in an attempt to help students grow in their abitity to

express their thoughts and feelings. As Bailin suggests, "if expression must neces-

sarill' be in a medium, then control of the medium is a prerequisite for expres-

sion."3O To reach this point, students must develop the knowledge of, and become

skilled in utilizing, the basic movement elements as well as aesthetic features.

Arnold points out that "what is not always appreciated by some child-centered 'free

expressionists' is that freedom for creativity and self-expression is not restricted. by

technical competency but actually enhanced by it."31 It is only when the necessity of

teaching knowledge and skills regarding movement elements and aesthetic features

is recognized, that the creative dance experience can actually be an educational

experience. If creative dance is simply "free expression," children can "do as they

please" and there is no need to "educate."

If "free expression" experiences are viewed as being therapeutic, then in

advocating the teaching of skills and knowledge in creative dance, it may appear

that I have denied any potential for therapeutic benefits. However, what I am

denying is that therapeutic benefits are derived onty from "free expression"

experiences' Rather, I am suggesting that benefits regarding self-esteem can be

derived from the performance arts. Atthough I have made a distinction between

education and therap/, I woutd like to conclude this section by reiterating the

potential for therapeutic side-effects in the educational setting. If creative dance is

expressive in nature, it would seem that its purpose would best be fu1filled if the

expression was received by an audience. Lockhart and Pease reiterate this
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connection when they suggest that "a performance is the logical outcome of the

dance experience. Without it the ultimate purpose, its communication, cannot be

realized."32 The realization of an attempt at communication can be a satisfying

experience for the dancers. "In performing they are experiencing the intent of

dance, completing the circuit for the communication of idea that is channeled from

purposeful movement to the eye of the beholder."33 This communication with

others has the potential for developing self-concept. The development of self-

concept results when an audience approves of the communication which it

experiences. A performance challenges students to do their best both for their own

growth and in order to earn the approval of the audience. Aithough the opportun-

ity to improve self-concept through the acceptance of one's expression may not be

the prime aim of creative dance in an educational setting, it should be seen as an

important benefit which should be available to students.

Dance as Integration

When creative dance is viewed as therapy, creative

building self-esteem, etc. when creative dance is viewed

dance becomes a means

as a component of an

to

integrated curriculum, it becomes a means to learning other subject areas.

MacDonald suggests such an integration.

In a curriculum-espgusing holism, creativity would be of paramount
importance in all subjects, the arts would be integrated intö ail core sub-
jects, and creative dance would have an integrai-place in the curriculum.
For example, mathematical fractions-might bã taught by rhythmic chanting
and movement, Poems interpreted through creatile dance, or the meanin"g
of the planets, and their positions in the ùniverse instilled ty creating ¿
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dances.34

MacDonald's suggestions are reiterated by other dance practitioners. Schul-Pfeffer

states that

exploring an idea by capitalizing on the child's muscular movement and
body positio-n ryill felp him physically recall the idea. For example, a fifth
grade child had difficulty understanding the abstractions of "syrñmetry"
and "asymmetry." The idea quickly crystallized for him, howéver, aftâ,
he and four other children created a symmetric group shape and then
moved into an asymmetric shape.3S

Shapiro suggests that

once you begin to think of movement as a means of perception, its value
as a teaching tool becomes clear. In an algebra class a dancèr helped con-
duct studies in time rates - the children did crabwalks and cartw-heels
across the room, and others timed and compared them. Elements of phys-
ics - gravity, action and reaction, the fulcrum - can be demonstrated 'uìrríaiy
with movement.36

I would suggest that using dance/movement to teach the position of planets, or the

concepts of symmetry and gravity may enhance the teaching of the lesson. How-

ever, I would hesitate to denote such an activity as art (which MacDonald does

when she refers to creative dance as an art form). If creative dance is to be

considered an art form, it must share features characteristic of other art forms, i.e.,

having a capacity to induce aesthetic satisfaction.3T Such an end. may not result if

creative dance is used to teach mathematics, for example.

Another issue which bears upon this discussion concerns the intrinsic value

of art. Art is typically conceived of as having intrinsic value. Richmond defines the

aesthetic "in its most widely accepted sense as a special kind of perceptual attitude or

outlook that involves the apprehension of an object, natural or man-m ad,e for its
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oTDn sake" [italics added].38 The apprehension of an object (or performance) for its

own sake is clearly not a factor in MacDonald's definition of art. Rather, art is used

as a means to teach fractions or the positions of the planets. A more detailed

discussion of the intrinsic versus the extrinsic value of aesthetic experience will be

the focus of chapter three. At this point it is sufficient to note the need for

clarification regarding the purpose of creative dance. I must emphasize the point

that I am not denying the value of integrating subject areas. My concern rests with

the sifuation where dance is seen as a means to other ends rather than as an end in

itsetf.

A final issue regarding the focus of dance as an integratable subject concerns

the relation of dance to other subjects. Dimondstein makes an important point

when she notes that

arbitrary attempts have been made to relate dance to other disciplines
without considering organic connections between them in term's of
content and methodology - that is, between what is to be learned and
the means by which it is best communicated. Certain questions are
raised,-for example, when dance is related to math through the use of
body shapes that are supposed to facilitate the understanãing of a
number. Is the focus on learning a quantitative symbol systém of de-
9"d shapes-and relationships or orr.a qualitative kinesthetic process
of exploring body parts to symbolize numerical shapes? FurtË.ermore,
is such a learning experience designed to humanize math concepts, or
is a conception of math intended to enhance the understanding'of
dance?39

Dimondstein's questions regarding the purpose of integrating subject areas, i.e., to

humanize mathematics concepts or to enhance the understanding of dance, should

be given serious consideration. Too often it appears that the zest to integrate subject

areas results in a forced relationship. I am not denying the potential for a
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worthwhile integration of subject areas. However, I am advocating a cautious

seiection of content from other subject areas along with an approach which does not

do an injustice to the concept of creative dance. Dimondstein makes this point

when she states that

meaning in dance lies in expressive movement and in movement that
reflects intellectual content drawn from other disciplines. Ideas must be
carefully selected, however. A bridge is needed between dance and subject
matter that reflects concepts relevant to students' emotional experiences.
The connection must be created through an approach in which subject
matter is not "known about" but experienced in a metaphoric relatíonship -
that is, where subject matter becomes a metaphor for human experience.
Results are achieved by searching out ways oi expressing the su6ject,s
dynamic components through the forms of dance.4O

Although I am advocating caution in the attempt to integrate different subject

areas, I propose that within the subject area of the arts, there is a little more leeway

for worthwhile integration which does justice to the dance experience as well as to

the other art forms with which it is being integrated. The confidence with which I

advocate the integration of various art forms is based on the interrelatedness of the

arts. This interrelatedness is based on the common aesthetic features which are

shared by different art forms. An illumination of the aesthetic features which are

evident in creative dance as well as other art forms suggests that creative dance

should be viewed as an artistic activity.

A Justífication for Dance as Art

Thus far I have discussed how creative dance has been perceived as physical

education, a therapeutic activity, and a tool for learning other subject areas.

Although creative dance may have the benefits of developing motor skills,
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improving self-concept and enhancing the learning of other subjects, I am goilg to

argue that its primary focus should be that of an art form. In examinilg the vierv of

creative dance as physical education, I suggested the need to accomodate "creative"

skill acquisition as well as the potential for an "aesthetic" experience. In examining

the view of creative dance as therapy, I suggested the need to distinguish between

"self-expression" and "artistic expression" if creative dance is to take place in an

educational context. In examining the view of creative dance as a tool for

integration, I cautioned against creating forced relationships between subject areas

and suggested that creative dance seemed to "fit" most easily with other artistic

subjects as a result of shared aesthetic features. These conclusions would suggest

that the value of creative dance as an art form transcends the values of creative

dance as physical education, as therapy, and as an integrative tool. I am not denying

that creative dance has these other values. I am only suggesting that if we want to

justify the inclusion of creative dance in the curriculum, we must advocate its

strongest value. Since I am suggesting that its strongest value lies in its potential as

an art form, I will now turn to a discussion of what is meant by the aesthetic nature

of creative dance.
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Chapter II

THE AESTHETIC NATURE OF CREATIVE DANCE

I argued in chapter one that creative dance's strongest value lay in its

potentiai as an aesthetic activity. But what does it mean for an activity to have an

aesthetic nature? In chapter one, I referred to the aesthetic features shared by

different art forms. But what are these aesthetic features? Is there agreement

amongst aestheticians as to what is and what is not an aesthetic feature? Agreement

on this topic may require prior agreement regarding a theory of aesthetics. A theory

of aesthetics would illuminate the purpose of art - is it to imitate reality, express

feelings, conve\¡ formal features? If agreement regarding the purpose of art and the

features shared by n'orks of art is not achieved, does this mean that aesthetic activity

" lapses into a sphere of subjectivity? In this chapter I hope to answer some of these

questions and in so doing, elucidate more fully what it means when we refer to

creative dance as an art form.

I will explore what is fypically meant by the aesthetic, with reference to the

features which are shared by works of art. I will then explicate and critique

traditional aesthetic theories and propose a theory which I feel best describes what

happens in creative dance. If creative dance is considered to be an aesthetic activity

and if I want to justify its inclusion in an educational curriculum, then the

possibility of an objective aesthetics must be examined. If one opinion regarding

works of art is as valid as another, it would be difficult to conceive of this situation

as being conducive to an educational process. If aesthetic values øre more than
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subjective opinion, it would be possible for students to improve their ability to

understand and to create works of art and thus education in the arts becomes a valid

enterprise. I will argue that the judgment involved in appreciating and creating

works of art involves reasoning. The form that this reasoning takes will be

examined in chapter three.

An Aesthetic Nature

When an activity is referred to as aesthetic in nafure, we aïe typically refer-

which, in Crawford's words, "

that can be valued not simply

find perceptually interesting and attractive - objects

means to other ends but in themselves or for their

accepted sense as a

apprehension of an

ring to experience in that activity or with objects produced through the activity

own sake."1 Richmond defines the aesthetic "in its most widely

special kind of perceptual attitude or outlook that involves the

object, natural or man-made for its own sake."2 The notion of intrinsic value which

recurs in definitions of the aesthetic finds something of a parailei in Stanley's discus.

sion of movement. She makes a distinction between functional and expressive

movement where functional movement "may be defined as the type which is

geared to accomplish a practical task."3 One may infer that if expressive movement

is not intended to accomplish a practical task, then its value is intrinsic rather than

instrumental' However, I would suggest that movement which is expressive (or

any other expressive activity, e.g., painting, writing, etc.) may be intrinsically

valuable but it may also be justified based on the understanding which can be

we

AS
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attained through participation in the activity.

three but at this point I wish to return to what

"perceptuaily interesting and attractive."

I wili explore this issue in chapter

makes an aesthetic activity

Aesthetic Features

An activity such as dance or an object such as a painting are typically consid-

ered to be perceptualiy interesting and attractive if they share certain features. It is

reference to these features which distinguishes art from other areas. Richmond

iliuminates this point in his discussion of the educational value of the arts. He

argues

if art is to be differentiated from purely conceptual matters, from the prag-
matic communication of information in imagès, or from social studies, fär
exampie, then it must surely be by some refèrence to aesthetic intentions
and qualities, i.e., to such things as style, character, design, skillful use of
materials, originality, expressiveness, and the fittingnesã of form with con-
tent. Art so distinguished is (uniquely) worthwhile-educationally in as
much as it provides inspiration for creativity and reveals for our under-
standing and appreciation imaginative and insightfut images of reality in
aesthetically significant visual form.4

The suggestion that there are aesthetic features shared by different art forms is one

which has not gone uncontested. Sheppard, in her discussion of Fry's attempt to

aPPly a formalist theory to literature, states that "if we try to develop such an

extension in detail we are immediately confronted by the problem that formal

features in the different arts seem at first to be of very different kinds."S However,

Sheppard notes that in considering formal features of a work of art, we are

considering reiationships between features. "In discussing painting we talk not just
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about the shapes and colours used but about the balance and the symmetry of the

composition, that is, about the relationships between the shapes and colours."6 The

features of balance and symmetry are easily applied to creative dance. For example,

a dance might be created which has an even number of dancers performing sym-

metrical movements on opposing sides of the stage. Likewise, a dance could convey

imbalance and asymmetry by utilizing an odd number of dancers performing

movements at various levels with varying degrees of intensity. It is the utilization

of aesthetic features such as balance and symmetry which makes it possible to

comPare and contrast works of art in the same as well as different art forms.

Although aesthetic feafures may transcend different art forms, some features

play a more prominent role in some art forms than in others. Meynell suggests

"that visual art excels in its ciarification of sensation; that music excels in the

depiction of mood; that literature is unique in its capacity to anatomise judgment

and decision."T Meynell goes into more detail in comparing and contrasting

different art forms by first suggesting features common to all art forms and then

considering how the emphasis varies according to the specific art form under

discussion.

Each type of art is a matter of manipulation of a medium (a) to provid.e a
structure (b) which is a means to satisfaction through exercise ànd enlarge-
ment of consciousness. While representation is certãinly not the only
means by which such an end may be secured, it is at least characteristìc
of literature and the visual arts that they exercise and enlarge conscious-
ness through representation (c); and that such representation is more
deeply satisfying when it involves some kind of iefuter,.u to what is of
central importance in human life (d).s

Regarding the specific artistic forms of literature, Melmell specifies the features
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deemed to be valuable.

When examining the criticism of novels, plays, and other works of litera-
ture, such works are deemed to be of value in proportion to (i) their illus-
tration and demonstration of what is of central importance for human life;
(ii) the originality of their use of language and their treatment of plot, char-
acter, situation, and so on; (iii) their just representation of people, things
and circumstances; and (iv) their overall unity in variety oi sutstance ãnd
effect. It will be seen that these features correspond respectively to (d), (a),
(c) and (b) above.e

Regarding works of visual art, Meynell suggests that they "are found to be of value

in proportion to (as well, presumably, as their exploitation of their medium as such)

(i) their enhancement of perception and imagination (often through representa-

tion); (ii) their emotional significance; (iii) their unity in variety - which correspond

to (c), (d), and (b¡."r0 Finally, regarding works of music, Meynell suggests that their

value "is found to be a matter of (i) its exploitation of the medium of sound as such;

(ii) the ciarity and intensity of its depiction of emotion and mood; (iii) its unity in

variety - which correspond to (a), (d) and (b¡."rr

Meynell considers the art forms of literature, visual art and music.

Dimondstein performs a similar analysis but she includes creative dance in her

discussion.

Each art form has its own distinguishing characteristics, provides a unique
image, and uses particular media. FIow, thery can we give the arts a sense
of unity as well as recognize their distinctiveness? To áo so is to consider
them in their broadest context, as parameters of space-time-force through
which the functions of the arts are expressed. As þarameters, they may
have various values,_yet each in its own way is ne^cessary in creating aid
determining-the aesthetic effects of any pariicular form. Th"y cun ,ót, then,
be conceived as technical elements, but ãs the connective tiszue underlying
the expression of ideas and feelings.l2

Dimondstein gives examples of how the same feature is expressed in different art
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forms. "When we speak of an energetic line or a strong color relationship in paint-

ing, of tension between the volumes or contours in a sculpture, of the power of a

movement in dance or the intensity of a¡r image in poetry, we are expressing a sense

of vitality."13

Although the preceding discussion gives the impression that there are agreed-

uPon aesthetic features common to all art forms, one must be careful not to jump to

the conclusion that one can come to understand these features apart from the works

of which they are constitutive. Redfern makes this point when she insists that

"aesthetic concepts (that is, concepts functioning aesthetically) are not grasped

intellectually and then applied over a variety of instances: appreciation of works

even within the same art form requires judgment (in that sense which involves

perception and thought in felt experience) in each particular case."r4 The notion

that aesthetic features are inseparable from the works of which they are constitutive

finds a parallel in the age-old form versus content debate. Whether one can

separate form from content and/or which one should be given priorify immerses us

in the realm of aesthetic theories, i.e., to what extent is the purpose of art simply to

convey formal features or is the content of art an imitation of reality with formal

features playing a secondary role. Thus, we turn now to a discussion of aesthetic

theories.

Aesthetic Theories

Traditionally, three main types of aesthetic theories have been proposed.:
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those that hold that the PurPose of art is to imitate or represent reality, those that

hold that the purpose of art is to express emotions, and those that hold that the

PurPose of art is to depict formal features. The theory that art is an imitation or

representation of reality has a long history, dating back to Plato (recall his discussion

of the painter imitating the form of a couch being "three removes from nature."15)

However there are weaknesses with this theory. As Sheppard points out, " the

theory not only claims that imitation is what ail works of art have in common but

also makes this the criterion of their value."16 Upon closer examination though, it

becomes evident that imitation does not fully explain why we value art.

Whether Constable's The Hay Wain looks like a real early nineteenth-
century haywain, in a real setting, or like some ideal of an Engiish country
scene, we do not think we see a real haywain, a real river, and-real trees
before us on the wall of the Nationai Gallery, confined by a canvas, and we
may admire the painting for the skill of the composition, for the way the
haywain on one side of the picture balances the ôottage on the other, or for
the soft colours, rather than as an imitation. Similariþ, we may appreciate
the skill with which a novel's piot is constructed, or the novelist'st use of
language, even if we do not find the characters 'true to life'. Imitation does
not fully explain why we value works of. art.17

Thus, it would seem that features such as composition and plot structure would

have to be taken into account when evaluating works of art. Another weakness

with the imitation theory of art is that not all works of art are imitative or repre-

sentational. Although it has been suggested that abstract art represents emotions or

states of mind, using the term representation in this way may be somewhat tenu-

ous- "Representation does play a part in our valuing of representational art but

since not all art is representational it cannot be representation which explains the
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vallre of all art."18

A second theory which attempts to explain the value of works of art inexplic-

able by the theory of imitation is the expressionist theory. The idea that art involves

the expression of the emotions can be traced back to the Ancients but it finds its

greatest ProPonents in the Romantics. Croce and Collingwood propose fairly

sophisticated theories of expressionism but basically they want to suggest that a work

of art is the externalization of what is going on in the artist's mind.. There are a

number of weaknesses with this theory as well. First, an audience cannot really

know what is going on in the artist's mind.

There is no way of checking what Beethoven's intuition was other than by
listening to the music. If he had left a detailed account in words of what he
was trying to express that would not help us, for he might have expressed
more in the music than he consciously intended to and- Croce himself would
say that the account in words was at a different level, the level of conceptuai
thought, and so was not a reliaþ-le guide to the artistic expression or inùition.
But if we cannot know the artist's expression except through the work, it is
misleading to maintain that what was in the artisi's mind"is more real or
more valuable than the object he has produced.lg

Another weakness with the expressionist theory is that it is more plausible for some

art forms than for others. "If I make up a tune, it can indeed exist 'in my head' with-

out being written down and the notes in which I write it down can be thought of as

only an aid to my recreating it i. *y head another time. With a painting on the

other hand, its production in the medium of paint on canvas seems all import

ant."20 A final weakness, reminiscent of the imitation theory, is that expression is

only one aspect of art. Even works considered to be very expressive involve aspects

of form which have to be taken into account. This brings us to the third main
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aesthetic theory - that of formalism.

According to sheppard, modern theories of art as form developed out of

expressionist theories. "A search for expression or expressiveness 'in' a work of art

leads easily to a close concern with the details of the work itself, including its form

and structure."21 In speaking of form, one is referring to reiationships between

features, i.e., the reiationship between colours in a painting, notes in a piece of

music, parts of a plot in a novel. The weaknesses of an aesthetic theory whose focus

is strictly on form is that according to this theory only a limited number of works

could be called art. For instance, music would have to be limited to instrumental

music, since the addition of lyrics introduces an element of representation. Visual

art would have to be limited to abstract art since paintings of "things" also includes

an element of representation. Sheppard goes further to suggest that even abstract

paintings involve a limited degree of representation.

In abstract paintings we do find just shapes and coiours but even there one
shape may aPPear to be behind another or shapes may seem to be moving
acros,s a picture. . . Canvases are in two dimeniions while paintings are
u-sually of 

-things in three dimensions and in the recognitiõn of aþainted
shape as three-dimensional some minimal element o-f r"prusentalion is
already creeping in.22

She proposes that even if we could train ourselves to see paintings as two-

dimensional forms, we would not find them aesthetically interesting. "The use of

form in Uccello's painting [The Battle of San Romano] is interesting precisely be-

cause he has represented in a very ordered way what would in reality be a chaotic

scene. We should take much less interest in the picture if it were just a collection of

blobs and lines."23 Thus, just as theories of imitation/representation and expression
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need to take formal features into account, formalist theories cannot ignore elements

of representation and the expression of the artist.

hr conclusion, there does not appear to be one aesthetic theory which can

provide a satisfactory account of the nature and value of art. Aestheticians have

attempted combining these theories but there does not seem to be agreement as to

whether the emphasis should be placed on the representative, expressionist or

formal qualities of works of art. A theory of aesthetics which I feel best describes

what happens in creative dance would be a combination of the theories of

representation, expressionism and formalism with an emphasis on expressionism.

In chapter one I described creative dance as the expression of thoughts and feelings

through the medium of movement. Thus, although the expression of thoughts and

feelings is central to creative dance, the medium of movement involves elements

of formalism. In addition, it is possible that some of the expressive movements

may rePresent reality to some degree, and thus, this expression would involve

elements of representation or imitation.

The emphasis which I am placing on expression in creative dance may be

contested. That is, the question may be raised as to whether creative dance is always

expressive in nature. To answer this question, we must first consider what we

mean by expressive. When suggesting that the creative dancer expresses a thought

or feeling through movement, this could be taken to mean that the dancer: 1) has

that thought or feeling, 2) conveys, through the medium of movement, a thought

or feeling, or 3) evokes in the audience a particular thought or feeling. I suggest that

what happens in art is expression in the second sense. That is, the creative dancer
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takes a thought or feeling and gives form to it, utilizing elements of movement to

reach this end. This process does not require that the dancer has to be having the

particular feeling being expressed. Rather, helshe has objectified that feeiing,

thereby making the expression something independent from him/herself. The

audience, uPon perceiving the dance piece, may "feel" the feeling being expressed

but they need not. FIowever, if the dance piece is to result in an aesthetic experience,

I propose that the audience will "feel" what the dancer has tried to express. This

feeiing will be intimately connected with an understanding of the expression, both

its content, i.e., the feeling or thought, and the form, i.e., the movement elements as

well as aesthetic features. The question may be raised as to whether dance can be

aesthetic without expressing a thought or a feeling. In fact, formaiists would suggest

that a dance performance concerns itself purely with the dancers' movements,

nothing else. I would disagree with this conception of dance. It may not always be

particular feelings which are expressed through dance, but when dancers are

moving for the sake of movement, I would suggest that thoughts pertaining to the

joy of pure movement are being expressed. Thus, I would concur with the

definition of creative dance as always involving the expression of thoughts or

feelings through movement.

An Objective Aesthetics?

Aesthetic activity is considered by many to be subjective activity. A

discussion of this issue has important implications for arts education. If aesthetic

values are purely a matter of subjective opinion, one would be hard pressed to
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justify the inclusion of the arts in the curriculum as an educative activity. One

opinion regarding works of art would be as valid as another and it would be difficutt

to conceive of this situation as being conducive to an educational process. On the

other hand, if aesthetic values are more than subjective opinion, it is possibie for

students to improve their ability to understand and to create works of art and thus

education in the arts becomes a valid enterprise. Thus, it is of fundamental

importance that art educators explore the issue of whether aesthetic values are in

some sense objective.

At this point, it is important to clarify what I mean by "subjective" and

"objective." It may be helpful to turn to the domain of ethics for insight. Ethics, like

aesthetics, has suffered from a certain degree of vagueness concerning these con-

cepts. According to Harrison, an ethical theory is considered to be objective if it

holds that the truth of what is asserted by an ethical sentence is independent of the

Person who uses the sentence, the time at which he/she uses it, and the place where

he/she uses it. He gives the example of the sentence "I disapprove of women spank-

ing their children." He suggests that used by some people, this sentence will convey

a truth; used by others, it will convey a falsehood; thus, it is not objective. Harrison

suggests that "a subjectivist ethical theory is a theory according to which moral

judgments about men or their actions are judgments about the way people react to

these men and actions - that is, the way they think or feel about them."24 I will

utilize definitions similar to those of Harrison's. Basically, a judgment will be

considered objective if it is true or false independent of the thoughts or feelings of
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the person making it. A judgment wili be considered subjective if the judgment

made depends upol1 tl-Le thoughts or feelings of the person making it.

The Objective - Subjective Relationship

I propose that although aesthetic activity may not share the same degree of

objectivity that scientific activity is believed to possess, aesthetic activity does not

lapse into the sphere of subjectivity so often associated with issues of personal

opinion. The notion that there is something between pure subjectivity and

complete objectivity is emphasizedby Rader and Jessup.

Subjective value is-a propert¡1'of subjects and objective vaiue is a property
of objects; but neither, in isoiation, is the entire value. The whotä relatiónat
complex, I-R-O ["I" is the interest of the subject, "O" is the object of the inter-
est, and "R" is the relation between them], is the oniy actual ând complete
value. The two opposing theories - subjectivism anâ objectivism - represent
partial truths, and the whole truth combines the valid insights of both.2s

Macdonald also denies the objective - subjective dichotomy when he suggests that

"aesthetic judgment is not a matter of "either-or," with pure subjectivity (a chaos of

personal opinion) on the one hand, and the complete objectivity claimed by science

on the other hand."26 Macdonald proceeds to explain the subjective criterion of

aesthetic judgments as entailing the pleasure-giving quality of a work of art. "If the

individual does not find the work of art, be it a picture, a piece of music, a statue, or

a Poem, interesting and worth contemplating on its own account, then for him that

work is not functioning âs art."27 However, the more objective criterion of aesthetic

iudgments involves, according to Macdonald, the quality of significance or depth of

a work of art. "- - . the measure in which his [the artist's] work possesses the quality
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of significance yields a standard, and by no means a purely personal standard, for

assessing the value of his product. This means in effect that the "public" test is

applicable, though not of course with the clarity and finality attaching to it in the

sphere of science."28 Macdonald adds the caveat that his "public" test does not

involve the "clarity and finality" attached to science. By this, I take him to mean

that there is something between "a purely personal standard" and scientific

standards. However, I am not sure to what degree he has moved out of the realm of

subjectivity with his "public" test. Is not the "quality of significance" based upon

subjective activity? That is, whether a person or group of people find a work of art

significant or "deep" will invoive how they feel or think about the artwork. So

although Macdonald attempts to dissolve the subjective - objective dichotomy as it

pertains to art, he has not shown us how aesthetic values are in some sense

objective.

Another attempt to clarify the concept of objective, and thereby explain how

aesthetic judgments can be classified as objective, is made by Meynell. He makes

reference to two senses by which a judgment could be considered objective; he refers

to these senses as 'A-objective' and 'B-objective'. Meynell considers a judgment to

be A-objective if it is concerned with what is the case about objects apart from their

actual or potential effects on human beings. He considers a judgment to be B-

objective if it can be more or less verified or falsified in the experience of conscious

subjects. Meynell suggests that typical scientific judgments are both A-objective and

B-objective; "i.e., they can be more or less verified or falsified in the experience of
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conscious subjects and they refer to what might have been the case even if such

experiences and the subjects enjoying them had never existed."29 Aesthetic judg-

ments, on the other hand, are certainly not A-objective; "they are about objects in

their actual or potential relation to intelligent, sensitive subjects, and not about

objects as they might have been even if such subjects had never existed."3O Accord-

ing to Meynell, this distinction between A-objective and B-objective allows for the

possibility of aesthetic judgments being both objective and subjective.

It may be inferred from what I have said that there is a sense in which both
those who have argued for the objectivity and those who have argued for
the subjectivity of aesthetic judgments are correct; the former in a-sserting
their B-objectivity, the later in denying their A-objectivity. Aesthetic
judgments are 'subjective' in that their validation is entiiely a matter of
the actual or potential effect of the things concerned on the satisfaction of
human subjects; they are 'objective' in that they can thus be shown to be
true or false, quite independently of the attitude which may happen to be
expressed by those who make them in the making of them.31

Meynell's distinction between A-objective and B-objective would appear to

lend support to the thesis that an aesthetic judgment might be both objective and

subjective. Another excursion into the ethical arena may further illuminate this

possibility. An objective ethical theory which may prove illuminating is the Ideal

Observer theory. This theory proposes that the "right" ethical judgment would be

the judgment made by an "ideal" being, if he or she existed. This being would

Possess all relevant information concerning the action toward which his or her

attitude of approval is being directed. This "attitude of approval" plays an

important role if the action under observation is to be considered "right." It also

plays a role in considering the subjective element of this theory. Utilizing the
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definition of subjectivity stipulated earlier; i.e., ajudgment will be considered

subjective if the judgment depends upon the thoughts or feelings of the person

making it, and reaiizing the close connection between attitudes and feelings, it

would aPPear that the Ideal Observer Theory appears somewhat subjective in that it

involves the attitudes of a person. However, it is objective in that it does not

involve any particular person. Rather, it involves an ideal person. Since in

actuality such a person does not exist, we couid consider this ideal, not as a person,

but rather as a body of knowledge. Úr the case of aesthetic judgments, this body of

knowledge would include knowledge of aesthetic features. These include formai

features such as line, design, colour, shape, etc. and, the relationship between these,

as well as the fittingness of this form to the content being expressed. These features

are independent of particular persons experiencing works of art. Thus we have a

sense of objectivity. Flowever, the application of this knowledge is intimately tied to

the thoughts and feelings of the persons experiencing the art. Thus we have a sense

of subjectivity. However, since knowledge of aesthetic features is something inde-

pendent of people, they can be understood by different persons. This common

understanding makes it possible to share one's aesthetic judgment and. even pro-

vide reasons why one's judgment may be more adequate than another's.

Once people are familiar with aesthetic features (they may not necessarily

agree uPon the importance placed on any particular feature), they have something

with which they can communicate their impressions to others experiencing the

same work of art. Thus, if I feel that a particular painting leaves me feeling cold, I

can point to the icy blue colours and the sharpness of the brush strokes used to apply
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those colours. Others may not interpret the painting in this way. In fact, they may

say that the image the artist is representing is not one conducive to an interpretation

of coidness. Flowever, we are able to utilize talk of aesthetic features in an attempt

to provide reasons for our interpretations. Another example of this form of

reasoning is that of literary criticism. In interpreting works of literature, scholars

can argue for different interpretations based on textual evidence. This evidence

involves aesthetic features such as literary design, i.e., dramatic irony, figurative

language, etc. I would suggest that the provision of reasons involving such

aesthetic features negates the possibility of aesthetic judgments being purely

subjective. These reasons utilize a body of knowledge which is independent of the

people applying it. Herein lies the objectivity.

The preceding example of literary criticism is iliuminating not only for the

aesthetic features which are utilized in such criticism but also for the role such

criticism plays in the field of hermeneutics. A brief excursion into this fietd of

inquiry wouid be fruitful at this point. Although scholars utilizing hermeneutic

techniques may not refer to objective judgments, they do speak in terms of

intersubjectivity. I suggest that the sense of objectivity which exists in the realm of

aesthetic judgments is related to this concept of intersubjectivity. In contrast to

"scientific" objectivity, where the individual subject disappears as a determining

point of reference, Peirce defines truth not in terms of subjectivity but rather

intersubjectivity, "since an emerging consensus among the communi} oÍ

investigators is needed to cancel out what remains in an opinion of the accidental
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and arbitrary."32 The possibility of objective "opinions" is reiterated by Habermas

who "holds the view (stemming from Peirce) that we should think of objectivity as

the quality of a set of opinions that can be successfully argued."33 Although I will

return to hermeneutic concepts in chapter three, I want to explore further the

reasons utilized in arguing for a "quality set of opinions."

The suggestion that aesthetic judgments are in some sense objective due to

the nature of the reasons given for one's interpretation of a work of art has not gone

uncontested. Ducasse questions the nature of such reasons.

But of what nature are those reasons? Th"y are, ultimately, of the same
nature as would be that offered by a man arguing that my pen had to fall
when I let go of it a moment ago, because of grøuitation. Gravitation is
but the name we give to the general fact that unsupported objects do fall,
and at a certain rate; but it is not a reason, or cause, or proof of that fact.
To say that something always happens, is not to give any reason why it
ever does. Therefore when I say that a certain design is ugly because it is
against the "law of symmetry," I am not giving a reason why it had to give
me aesthetic displeasure, but only mentioning the fact that it resembles in
a stated respect certain others which as a bare matter of fact also do displease
me. This character which displeases me and many persons, r.rray, however,
please others. And, what is more directly to the point, it not only may but
it does, - jazzy or uncouth though I may call the taste of such persons.34

The key to responding to Ducasse's objection lies in his use of the concept of "taste."

I would suggest that Ducasse has failed to distinguish between the pleasure or

displeasure that persons experience, i.e., a reflection of their taste, with the reasons

which they offer for a particular interpretation of a work of art. This distinction is

exemplified in the situation where two people agree on an interpretation of a work

of art and they may even provide similar reasons for their views. However, be this

as it may, one person may like the work while the other dislikes it.
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This distinction between what I would cali taste and judgment is reiterated by

Morawski- Morawski defines "taste" as "a certain disposition and the actual

experiences connected with it, which are not identical with aesthetic judgment.

This disposition belongs to the sensibilities and the imagination, which produce a

specific and immediate response to some objects or qualities in a context which

might be termed 'aesthetic'."35 Morawski does not consider a taste response to be of

an intellectual character. He explains such responses as being rooted in our natural

dispositions as well as in our cultural evolution. However we are to account for our

taste response, it is sufficient for our purposes to note the distinction between such a

resPonse and a resPonse which is less immediate and which can be considered to be

somewhat more objective. Morawski refers to such a response as one of aesthetic

judgment.

Aesthetic judgment proper is more remote from the taste experience,
since it invokes some objective reasons to justify why "I like this,, or,
to restate jt, wlly "X is likable." In this instance thought processes are
intensified and the initial existential propositions to ihe 

-effect 
that such

uT"- Ty feelings or that such are my sèntiments towards the given object
yield to implicational utterances o, err"rl to comparative formulas describ-
ing my 

-experience-s 
as compared with the feelings of others or describing

the qualities or objects actually experienced as cãmpared with those exper-
ienced on other occasions. In each of these latter 

"ãr"r, 
aesthetic judgment

is a1 appraisal, that is, a statement ascribing for certain reasons some values
to the experience, to its objective counterpait, to the adequate relation be-
tween them, or to some context in which such a relation might appear.36

It is the invoking of objective reasons which, I wili argue in chapter three, grants

aesthetic activity a place amongst other activities considered important for helping

foster understanding on the part of those participating in such activities.

I wish to conclude then, that the main emphasis of creative dance involves
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exPressing thoughts and feelings through movement and that the form of what is

being expressed is crucial in that what is being expressed could not be expressed in

any other way. I also want to conclude that art is not merely subjective, involving

only personai feeiings and expressions but that a sense of objectivity is possible.

Finally, I want to conclude that the judgments involved. in both appreciating and

creating works involve reasoning. The form this reasoning takes will be examined

in the foilowing chapter where I argue that understanding is fostered through

participation in creative dance.
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Chapter III

FOSTERING UNDERSTANDING THROUGH CREATIVE DANCE

In chapter one, I alluded to the possibility of fostering understanding through

participation in creative dance. I will argue that understanding can be attained

through participation in the arts in general and creative dance in particular. I will

further argue that the understanding attained through participation in the arts is a

particular sort of understanding; a rich understanding. In proposing that

understanding can be attained through participation in the arts, I will have to deal

with the criticism that I am viewing participation in the arts as instrumentally as

opposed to intrinsically valuable. I will suggest that, although art may be

instrinsicaliy valuable, the strongest justification for the inclusion of the arts in

general and creative dance in particular in the educational curriculum relies on the

ability of aesthetic activity to foster a rich understanding on the part of its

participants.

I will argue that it is a focus on the form of artistic expression that results in

the potential for attaining a rich understanding. The possibility of attaining

understanding presuPPoses that aesthetic activity has a certain degree of objectivity.

Although I have argued for such objectivity in chapter two, I will now examine the

sort of reasoning involved in appreciating and creating works of art. I wi¡ conclude

that the reasoning involved in aesthetic activity has the potential for fostering a rich

understanding on the part of the participants of such activity. Having argued for the

attainment of a rich understanding through aesthetic activity, I will have to justify
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the inclusion of creative dance in particular as opposed to or in addition to other

aesthetic activities. Flowever, I wilt first begin with an examination of aesthetic

activity in general.

Intrinsic Versus Instrumental?

Aesthetic activity has been justified based on the intrinsic value inherent in

such activity. Proponents of the "art for art's sake" point of view suggest that

participation in aesthetic activity is valuable in and of itself; i.e., that appreciating

and creating art is valuabie for its own sake. This may be the case but two points

must be made in response to the "art for art's sake" position. First, if by "art for art,s

sake" we mean that appreciating and creating a work of art is pleasurable for its own

sake, we must question this justification in an educational context. Justifying art for

the pleasure it elicits would lead one down a slippery slope. \¡Vhat if students find

encounters with comic books, or worse, pornography, to be pleasurable; do we

thereby justify their inc\usion in the educational curriculum? Rather than

justifying the inclusion of the arts on their pleasure-giving potential, I would

suggest that it would be more prudent to examine their potential for expanding

students' understanding. Ironically, Richmond (who is a strong advocate of the

intrinsic value of art), suggests that "art so distinguished is (uniquely) worthwhile

educationally in as much as it provides inspiration for creativity and reaeøIs for our

understønding and appreciation imaginative and insightful images of reality in

aestheticalty significant visual form" [itaiics added].1
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The second point I wish to make is related to the abitity of art to expand

students' understanding. I want to argue that there cannot truly be "art for art's

sake" but rather, in Abb's words, "art for meaning's sake."2 By art for meanilg's

sake, I am referring to the potential for students to derive meaning from encounters

with art. I will explore this possibility in more detail in the next section. At this

point, I propose that to the degree to which works of art express content, to that

degree they are instrumentally, not simply intrinsically, valuable. This contention

is not concurred with by Richmond who makes the distinction

between those who argue for the study of an apolitical, aesthetically
autonomous art and those who see art in education as an urrettrre io,
asserting certain socio-political concerns, for exampie, marxist or
feminist, and various kinds of community action while denying lofty
aesthetic ideals in favour of more popular and accessible art images.3

Richmond's description of "those who argue for the study of an apolitical, aesthe-

tically autonomous art" requires further analysis. Is it possible to have "apoliticai,

aestheticaliy autonomous art?" Although all art may not be political, I would

suggest that all art expresses some content. Richmond would agree with this

notion, for in an earlier paper he states that "content is necessary to art and to our

pleasure in it in that artistic expressíon always expresses something, however

abstract" [italics added].4 It is the expression of content in art, I would argue, that

negates the possibility of "aesthetically autonomous art." This content need not be a

blatant political statement but it may be, depending on the "things that matter" to

the artist. Richmond himself suggests that the educational value of art "resides in

the discipline's capacity to develop the skills, sensibilities, and language of form
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needed to help students aesthetically express ideas and feelings about the things that

nutter to them and to others in the communit!, and to understand and appreciate

the art around them" [italics added].s Marcuse emphasizes this notion of "things

that matter" when he suggests that

Nevertheless society remains present in the autonomous realm of art
in several ways: first of all as the "stuff" for the aesthetic representation
ryhi9h, past, and present, is transformed in this representation. This is
the historicity_of the conceptual, linguistic, and imaginable materiai
which the tradition transmits to the ãrtists and withär against which
they have to work . . .6

The "stuff" for aesthetic representation may be political, religious, cultural, etc.

The question which is certain to arise at this point is "what then separates art

from propaganda?" My answer to this question brings us back to the flip side of the

dichotomy which I am attempting to dissolve. Recali the description by Richmond

of "those who see art in education as an avenue for asserting certain socio-poiitical

concerns, for example, marxist or feminist, and various kinds of community action

while denying lofty aesthetic ideais in favour of more popular and accessible art

images."7 This description aptty illuminates the underlying dichotomy; on the one

hand, there are "popular and accessible art images" and on the other, "lofty aesthetic

ideals." However, these are not always, and need not be, exclusive. part of the

problem is a misunderstanding of the concept of aesthetic ideals. These need not be

"lofty" and inaccessible to the general populace. In fact, if one understands the

aesthetic in the manner defined by Abbs; i.e., " a mode of apprehending through the

senses the patterned import of human experi€nce,"8 the distinction between the
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aesthetic and the accessible appears much iess obvious. Although some people may

need help in noticing the "patterned import of human experience,,' once some

"tools" have been provided, i.e., "pointing out features such as line, design, colour,

etc.," I am suggesting that anyone who can "apprend through the senses" can access

the aesthetic.

The key to answering the question regarding the distinction between "popu-

lar and accessible art images" and propaganda also lies in an understanding of the

aesthetic in the terms proposed by Abbs. Critical in the definition of the aesthetic is

the notion of "the patterned import of human experience." Apprehending the

"patterned import" involves apprehending the asthetic features discussed in the

previous chapter. Not any sharing of the concerns of human experience can be

apprehended aesthetically. There must be some pattern or form. Richmond points

out the importance of form in aesthetic experience.

Under the aesthetic_ perspective, art is never considered simply as the
communication of literal meaning, as the vehicle of social idéologies,
or as text. Wha-t principaliy matters is an artwork's unique quaiitãtive
character, and this leads inevitably to an interest in form, in ielation-
ships, in the way something is structured and shaped.g

Thus, I would suggest that what distinguishes art from propaganda is this "interest

in form, in relationships, in the way something is structured and shaped." I must

emphasize that I am not propounding a sharp distinction between content and

form. In fact, I do not think that you can have one without the other. As Bailin

points out "the manner of expression in art constitutes a part of what is expressed,

and it is impossible to totally isolate either form or content."1O Flowever, I am
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suggesting that greater or lesser attention can be paid to the form of an expression

and what distinguishes propaganda from art is that with propoganda the message or

content is considered to be more important than the form in which it is expressed.

Returning to the original division "between those who argue for the study of

an apolitical, aestheticaily autonomous art and those who see art in education as an

avenue for asserting certain socio-politicai concerns," I hope that I have shown how

the dichotomy underlying this division is false. There is no such thing as "aesthe-

tically autonomous art" if art is seen as an expression of human experience. On the

other hand, art cannot be viewed as simply "an avenue for asserting certain socio-

political concerns" if it is at all concerned with form; that is, how the content is

expressed. The dissolution of this dichotomy by illuminating the emphasis on both

form and content in art is necessary for a justification of aesthetic activity based o¡

its potential for fostering understanding.

Understanding Through Content and Form

The preceding discussion was intended to demonstrate that to the degree that

works of art exPress some content, to that degree they may be instrumentally, not

simply intrinsically, valuable. Also, to the degree that works of art express such

content, an argument to the effect that they promote understanding may appear

unnecessary. Most people would agree that it is possible to understand the content

of a work of art. However, to provide a complete justification for aesthetic activity,

the question may be asked whether how the content is expressed; i.e., its form, has

anything to do with understanding. That is, does one come to understand
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something by experiencing the form of a work of art. I suggest that the answer is yes.

Furthermore, f want to argue that the understanding gained from experiencing how

the content of a work of art is expressed is a rich sort of understanding. A demon-

stration of the possibility of attaining a rich understanding through participation in

the arts would provide a justification for art as a unique subject area in the sense

that only through aesthetic activity could this understanding be attained.

The suggestion that the form of art works is essential to attaining a rich

understanding through participation in aesthetic activity is related to what Abbs

referred to as the sensuous when he describes the aesthetic as "a particular form of

sensuous understanding."ll I propose that the apprehension of the sensuous as it

pertains to experiences of the senses is a necessary condition for having an aesthetic

experience. However, such perceptive experiences, be they visual, ora|, tactile, etc.,

are not sufficient for an aesthetic experience to occur. Also needed for an aesthetic

experience is the involvement of feelings on the part of the participant. This

involvement of feelings is part of the sensuous in the definition of aesthetic as

sensuous understandi.g. It is interesting to note the linguistic connections between

sensation and feeling. Abbs provides some illuminating illustrations. "'To keep in

touch' is both to keep in contact and to remain close in feeling. To toucft an object is

to have a perceptual experience; to be touched by an event is to be emotionally

moved by it. To have a tactile experience is to have a sensation in the finger-tips; to

show tøct is to exhibit an awareness of the feelings of others."12

I am suggesting that both the employment of the senses and the experiencing
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of feelings are necessary for an aesthetic experience to occur. The final condition

llecessary for an aesthetic experience invoives understanding, i.e., Abb's "senuous

understanding." I am suggesting that the apprehension through the senses

(inciuding feeling) makes it possible to attain sensuous understanding of human

experience. I propose that continued apprehension leads to greater understanding

of human experience. An example of this sort of greater or enriched understanding

also occurs in personal relationships. "Falling in love" with someone could easily

fall into the immediate response category. Ffowever, the concept of "being in love,,

grows from this immediate response. As one spends time with, i.e., apprehends,

their lover, understanding of what it means to love grows; that is, the understand-

ing becomes richer' I am suggesting that this knowledge through acquaintance and

experience is analogous to what happens when one is apprehending a work of art. It

may aPpear that comparing relationships between lovers with the relationship

between art and its audience would take me further, rather than closer, to providing

a justification for aesthetic activity based on understanding. However, I suggest that

on the contrary, such a comparison illuminates the rich understanding which it is

possible to attain through aesthetic activity.

This knowledge by acquaintance is a term coined from Russell. Russell

suggests that "we have acquaintance with anything of which we are directly

aware."13 This notion of "direct awareness" is reminiscent of Abb's definition of the

aesthetic as "a mode of apprehension through the senses."14 lr:r fact, Russell suggests

that sense-data supply the most obvious and striking example of knowledge by
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acquaintance. However, we are directly aware of more than just se¡se-data.

According to Russell

all knowledge of truths, as we shall show, demands acquaintance with
things which are of an essentially different character from sense-data,
the things which are sometimes called 'abstract ideas,' but which we shall
call 'universals' . . . that is to say, general ideas, such as whiteless,
diaersity, brotherhood, and so on.15

I suggest that such universals can become known by acquaintance with works of art.

For example, an audience of a modern dance performance could come to under-

stand the "universal" of diaersitq through being "acquainted" with the image of

dancers moving in different and diverse ways. I must emphasize that, although the

audience may be becoming acquainted with uniaersals, this acquaintance is a result

of an encounter with a particular work of art. I will discuss further the possibility of

attaining an understanding "beyond the particular" through the particuiar in the

section entitled "LJnderstanding as Feeling and Reasoning."

Suggesting that knowledge is attained through acquaintance with the arts

issues in the question of whether this is simply private knowledge, not amenabie to

public debate. Hirst seems to hold this view when he states that he is interested in

"knowledge by description" not "knowledge by acquaintance."

I am not here interested in the character of such personai experiences. It
is rather the sense in which there is a content communicateã in artistic
expressions, and the legitimacy of talking here about knowledge of a
propositional or statement kind that I wish to pursue. Whatìs involved
in the acquisition of any such knowledge is a further question.l6

However, it is this "further question" wherein, I am suggesting, lies the most

promising justification for aesthetic activity. Hirst, in introducing his paper
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"Literature and the Fine Arts as a Unique Form of Knowiedge" suggests that "this

fart as a unique form of knowledge] may be the least interesting, indeed the least

important or valuable, aspect of the afts."77 I would agree with Hirs t, if by

knowiedge we focus only on a propositional kind. However, this narrow focus does

not do justice to a discussion of the understanding which can be attained through

acquaintance with the arts. Hirst attempts to discuss the possibility that works of art

can be regarded as statements of a unique kind, but he sets aside questions about the

nature of artistic experience. I would suggest that it is not possible to consider works

of art as unique statements without questioning the nature of artistic experience.

Hirst avoids discussing the very thing that makes artistic statements unique.

"Artistic knowledge is autonomous because it involves elements over and above

those derived from elsewhere, but no particular character for these elements is being

suggested other than that they are essentially artistic."18 A discussion of the

character of these "elements" is necess ary if a justification based on understanding is

to have any strength. I would suggest that the primary character of artistic elements

is their sensuous nature - involving both sensations and feelings.

Talk of sensations and feelings is sure to be criticized as involving only

private knowledge. Underlying this criticism is a perceived dichotomy between

private and public knowledge. However, I would suggest that this dichotomy is not

as rigid as it is typically perceived to be. Hirst refers to artistic concepts and their role

in a public language.

An area of experience arises with the development of the concepts it
employs and they in their turn develop in the use of the appropriate
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public ianguage. Just as our experience of the physical world is
determined by and iimited by the concepts *" hárr" iearnt in public
discourse about that world, so our artistic experience will be limited
by the mastery we have of the language tl-rat ls art. But what is more,
it is an essential part of this thesis that works of art are not conceivable
as expressions of essentially non-artistic experience. The type of
experience concerned and the type of discourse necessarily go together
as they share the same concepts.l9

Ironically, Hirst has "hit the nail on the head" regarding the dissolution of the

púvate/public knowledge dichotomy. Artistic experience and artistic discourse

"share the same concepts." Although artistic discourse may be public, artistic

experience involves private feelings and sensations. However, these private

sensations and feelings are understood and expressed through concepts which are

part of a public language- For example, if I am viewing Picass o's Guernica,I visually

sense harsh lines, distorted figures, anquished features, etc. The concepts of harsh

lines, etc., have been developed through a public language. The visual sensations

described by these concepts, however, are inseparably tied to my feelings in viewing

the painting. I feel distressed, disgusted with what people do to each other through

war. My understanding about war is enriched through my experience with the

painting. This understanding is different than the understanding attained when I

am simply told that war has ugly consequences. By feeling the anguish in the faces

of the figures represented, I understand the ugliness of war in a richer sense than if I

am simply told this. Ffowever, this understanding is not confined to the private

sphere. I can point out the distorted features (using public concepts) and others may

feel what I feel. Flowever, there are some who may not feel the same disgust. I am

suggesting that these artistic concepts are necessary but not always sufficient for the

attainment of a rich understanding.
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Interpretive Reasoning

Suggesting the possibility of attaining understanding through acquaintance

and experience with art is sure to elicit cries of "subjectivism." However, as I argued

in chapter two, there is a sense of objectivity based on the utilization of a body of

knowledge involving aesthetic features which is independent of particular people

experiencing works of art. I suggested that this body of knowledge makes is possible

to provide Íeasons for making aesthetic judgments which are not purely subjective.

The charge of subjectivism is typically ievied against the arts as

ing the arts to science - the paradigm of rationality. Best notes

he states that "what often impels people to subjectivism about the arts is the com-

rnon assumption that the sciences are paradigm examples of rationality, coupled

with the recognition that artistic judgments are obviously not open to scientific

verification."2O Flowever, this comparison simpty demonstrates that art is not

science. ]ust because artistic judgments are not open to scientific verification, it does

not follow that they are closed to all forms of verification. Moreover, contemporary

philosophers of science have called into question traditional views concerning

scientific verification and scientific objectivity.

A scientist cannot by himself explain something for himself alone. In ord.er
even to know "what" he is to explain, he must ãiready have come to an
understanding with others on the matter. As C. S. Peírce recognized, a
semiotic community of interpretation always corïespond.s to ãhe community
of experimentation of natural scientists. Nôw, such^an agreement on the
intersubjective level can never be replace dby a procedurõ of objective
science, precisely because it is a condition of theþossibilify of objective
science; thus we encounter here an absolute limii to any program of

a result of compar-

this situation when
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objective-explanatory science.2l

I concur that intersubjective agïeement makes it possible to have "objective" scie¡ce

and I have argued in the previous chapter that intersubjective agreement makes it

possibie to have "objective" artistic experience. Ffowever, this "objective" artistic

experience requires a different form of verification.

More flexible forms of verification involve an exploration of different forms

of reasoning. Besides the deductive and inductive reasoning which are characteris-

tic of math and science, reasoning can also be used to give an interpretation or

picture of a phenomenon or situation. Best cites Wittgenstein's duck-rabbit figure

to illustrate how reasons can be given to support one's interpretation; i.e., "see, it,s a

rabbit - here are its ears." Ffowever, Best aptly notes that "there is not the arbitrary

unlimited possibility implied by subjectivism. The figure cannot be seen as a clock,

for instan ce."22 Best's comments concerning the limitations imposed on this sort of

reasoning are important to keep in mind. Too often, aesthetic judgments are

perceived as "anything goes;" i.e., whatever a person subjectively thinks or feels

about a work of art is correct. However, aesthetic features, such as the fittingness of

form to content, provide a conceptual framework within which aesthetic judgments

are given something of an objective basis. Best suggests that "to decline to accept an

interpretation of a novel or play for which the textual evidence is overwhelming

and in the absence of countervailing reasons is a manifestation not of unfettered

individuality but of a failure to understand the work and the relevant concept of

art."23 Individuality should not preclude the answerability to reason.

on the contrary, independent thinking in the arts as much as in
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science, mathematics and phiiosophy is not only compatible with
but presupposes rationality, what iÀ required iÁ not conformity but
that independent thought should be answerable to valid .uurorrr. In
that sense rationality is a precondition of the individual differences
i. the creation and apprgciation of the arts which are such significant
expressions of the rich diversity in human personality. Althóugh it is
a fundamental misconception about this iszue which is a malor"source
of subjectivism.24

In suggesting that individual thought is answerable to reason, I am not

suggesting that everyone will agree upon the same interpretation of a work of art.

"It follows from the meaning of interpretation' that disagreement is possible, and

disagreement makes sense only by reference, if only implicit, to a shared concep-

tion."2s I am suggesting that aesthetic features are the "shared conceptions" which

make it possible to provide reasons for the interpretation of a work of art. people

may not agree to an interpretation but I am suggesting that, having acquired some

knowledge of aesthetic features, they can convey their interpretations in such a way

that others, although they may not agree, can at least understand the reasons for the

interpretation. I would also suggest that if the reasons are convincing, people may

change their interpretation upon reflection on the various reasons presented. In

this way, a person's understanding of a work of art may be enriched.

Understanding as Feeling and Reasoning

Although I have suggested that the charge of subjectivism does not hold and

that aesthetic activity does involve reasoning, I have not specifically considered the

issue of how feelings relate to reason and how they too play a role in understanding.

I propose that the traditional dichotomy between feeting and reason is a false one
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and that its dissolution is necessary for a justification based on the understanding

fostered through aesthetic activity. In other words, I am suggesting that feeli'g,

along with reason, is an integral part of sensuous understanding. Best gives a

wonderful example of how the feeling involved in apprehending a work of art is

integral in attaining a particuiar understanding. He quotes King Lear, wandering

without shelter in a violent storm, and comments on how feeling contributes to

Lear's understanding.

Poor naked wretches, whereso,er you aïe,
That bide the pelting of this pitileãs storm,
How shall your houseless heãds and unfed sides,
Your looped and windo'd raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these? ót I have ta,en
Too little care of this. Take physic, pomp;
Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel,
That thou mayst shake the superflux to them.

It is throu gh feeling that Lear begins to understand the ptight of the poor.
The feeling arises t"ry a particular experience, and it brinls him to iee
what he had never before realized. It has to be brought hãme to him in
his feeling for_a particular situation. Through an iníolvement with a
particular work of art, such as King Lear, *e cun achieve a similar under-
standing. f.ni9 is the_ peculiar powêr of the possibility of learning through
the arts, and this is_ 

Jhe principle reason for ihe centrál importanðe of the
arts in education. If enough people learned to understaná, in this sense,
the plight of the unfortunate, we surely could not continue to have so
many homeless while others have even several palatial homes . . .26

I am suggesting that the images portrayed by the actors and the set designers,

as well as the force of Shakespeare's words, may create a situation where the

audience becomes "caught up" in the action and begins to empathize with the

actors. In this case, the audience might empathize with King Lear and perhaps

vicariously feel what he feels and come to understand what he understood through

the experience. However, the quality of the images will affect the sensations
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exPerienced by the audience and these in turn affect the feelings evoked. If the actor

portraying King Lear does not give a reaiistic performance, chances are that the

audience will not become "caught up" and feel what he feels and in turn,

understand what King Lear understood. Thus, it is the combination of the quality of

the sensations and the feelings evoked which lead to the occurence of an aesthetic

experience which is intimately connected with understanding.

I must emphasize at this point that the quality of the sensations is dependent

uPon the aesthetic features of the work. Aesthetic features act as standards to enable

us to distinguish between the valuable and the non-valuable work of art. A work of

art is valuable when its aesthetic features are utili zed, to their fullest, i.e., the color,

the lines, the symmetry, etc., are integral to the thoughts and feelings being expres-

sed. In fact, in a valuable work of art, what is being expressed is inseparable from

how it is being expressed. A verbal description of a painting is not expressing the

same thing as the painting itsetf, and a written interpretation of a dance piece is not

another way of expressing the same content. Bailin, in discussing Nussbaum's work

on the abilify of literary works to foster moral understanding, emphasizes the

importance of contact with good litenry works. "This is because the kind of percep-

tion at issue involves an accurate and nuanced grasp of particulars, a grasping of just

the way things are, and such an understanding can be expressed only in the subtle,

precise, and rich language that is the characteristic of good literature."2T Irtother

words, the subtlety, precision and richness of the language of King Lear is necessary

for the play to exPress what it expresses. Thus, it is the aesthetic features found in
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King Lear which contribute to the rich understanding which I am suggesting it is
possible to attain through experience with the arts.

Another reason why it is important to experience good art, i.e., art that is

aesthetically vaiuable, versus just any expression is that good art is, by definition,

originøl and thus, it provides new insights. The possibility of attaining new insights

from "formula" novels is highly unlikely. An over-use of cliches and highly

predictable plots does not leave the reader with a new understanding of human

experience. Good art, on the other hand, captures the subtle nuances of human

experience, and these nuances may not have been noticed by the audience until they

are encountered through the work of art. I am suggesting that these "ne\ny'" insights

lead to a richer understanding of the human experience. In the next chapter I will

examine the importance of originaiity for fostering understanding through the

creation of art but at this point I want to emphasize the importance of appreciating

original works of art. Thus far,I have spoken of art in general, but I will now

examine a work of modern dance.

The preceding examples of King Lear and PicasEo's Guernicø were intended to

demonstrate both the feeling and understanding involved in apprehending works

of art. Flowever, most works of literature and some works of visual art are obvious

examples of art forms having cognitive content. The proposed thesis that creative

dance has cognitive content may not be as obvious. However, an example of a mod-

ern dance piece will address this concern. Ruth Cansfield's work entitled ',Balance,,

provides a good example of the rich understanding one can attain through experi-

encing the form involved in a dance piece. I will describe this dance and then
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Provide an interpretation, demonstrating the rich understanding which one can

attain through experiencing the dance.

The stage is dark. A spot light shines on upstage left. A dancer, dressed in a

blue unitard, enters. Music is playing but more significant than the music are the

dancer's movements. Most sígnificant of the dancer's movements are the moments

when she has reached for a position where she seems unable to hold her balance.

For a moment she seems to hold this position but then the pull of gravity wins out

and she topples over, only to try again and again. These movements continue for

half of the dance; at which point, after losing her balance one last time, the dancer

crawls off downstage. Without missing a beat of the music, another dancer, also

dressed in a blue unitard, enters upstage. She proceeds to perform the same sorts of

reaching and falling movements performed by the first dancer. However, the dance

ends with the second dancer not crawling off the stage, but rather exiting in a

"reaching" position.

The movements of the dancers (as well as the title of the piece) suggest an

interpretation based on the theme of balance. More specificall/, the dance could

represent humankind's attempt to achieve balance; balance within our relation-

ships with each other, the earth, ourselves. The difficulty of achieving such balance

is witnessed in the effort displayed by the dancers in their attempt to hold their

positions before toppling over. The continuous attempts of the dancers to regain

balance after toppling over could be reflective of humankind's perseverance in

achieving some sort of balance. The cyclical, ongoing nature of these attempts are

illustrated by the entrance of the second dancer upon the exit of the first. The
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utilization of the same exit and entrance points emphasize the cycie involved.

Finaily, the dance ends on an optimistic note. Although the first dancer crawied off

the stage, the final dancer left our view in a "reaching" position. Although one can

visualize the second dancer not being able to hold her position, the fact that our last

image of her is one of reaching rather than falling, leaves us with a feeling of hope.

Although the dance is simple in design, much of its beauty lies in its

simplicity. Having only one dancer on stage at a time allows the audience to focus

on the movements; first the reaching, holding, and then the falling. Although

some form of these movements is repeated continuously and one is sure that the

pattern will repeat itsell each sequence creates feelings of tension and hope. I am

suggesting that the audience, by feeling this tension, comes to a better understanding

of the need for balance in one's life and the perseverance needed to achieve it. The

understanding of this need for baiance has been attained in a much richer sense

than if someone is simply told that humankind must find a balance in their

relationships to each other, the earth, themselves. Thus, it is the form of dance, not

simply a statement regarding balance, that has resulted in the attainment of a rich

understanding.

It is possible that someone watching the dance piece Balance may propose a

different interpretation of the dance. I suggested in the preceding section that not

everyone will agree uPon the same interpretation of a work of art. I also suggested

that if people have acquired some knowledge of aesthetic features, they can convey

their interpretations in such a way that others, although they may not agree, can at

least understand the reasons for the interpretation. If the reasons are convincing,
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PeoPle may change their interpretation upon reflection of the various reasons

presented' The question which may be raised at this point is how people's feelings

play a role in this process of reasoning. For example, if someone does not interpret

the dancer's "reaching" movements as expressing hope, this person will not ,,feel,,

the hope felt by the person who does interpret the movements in this way.

However, if the person changes his/her interpretation, i.e., if someone points out

the "reaching" movements, the person may come to "feel" the hope expressed in

such a movement. In this situation, the person's feeling changes with a change of

interpretation. Thus, the feeling is connected to the understanding and I am

suggesting that the understanding is richer because of this affective dimension.

It may be tempting to suggest that one interprets a work of art and as a result

of this interpretation, has a certain feeling. However, it must be emphasized that

this process of reasoning is not dichotomous from the feeling evoked. The two are

integrally connected. A person may experience a work of art and "feel" something

but he/she may not have consciously formulated an interpretation of the work.

However, uPon reflection, an interpretation may be formulated and this interpreta-

tion would account for the feeling evoked. Although I am suggesting that someone

might "feel" something through an encounter with a work of art and not have

consciously worked out an interpretation, I do not think someone who has some

knowledge of aesthetic features and is in a "normal" emotional state, could

experience a good work of art without "feeling." By delimiting the work of art to a

good work of art,I am suggesting that the work has the aesthetic features necessary

for the audience to interpret the subtle nuances which result in the attainment of a
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richer understanding of human experience.

Returning to particuiar examples of dance pieces or works of art or literature,

I wish to emhasize one more point regarding the role that feelings play in sensuous

understanding. Aithough I have suggested that it is the experiencing of particular

works of art which evoke the feelings necessary for understanding, the feelings

evoked are not limited to particular situations. In fact, the content of works of art

typically deals with, in Richmond's words, "the things that matter to them [artists]

and to others in the community."z8 There are bound to be some commonalities in

the "things that matter" to the members of a community. Although I am not sure

how far one can extend the notion of community, i.e., to a global community,I

would suggest that the sense of our common humanity makes it possible for us to

understand beyond our particular situation. In the preceding section entitled

"IJnderstanding Through Content and Form" I suggested the possibiiity of attaining

an understanding "beyond the particular" through the particular. Nussbaum

emphasizes this notion in her discussion of aesthetic experience in literature.

For.while they [novets] do spe+ concretery about human beings in their
varied social contexts, and see the social context in each .uru ur"rulevant to
choice, they also have built into their very structure a sense of our common
humanity. . . \Alhite it is extreTety difficuit, and frequently impossible, to
assess intuitively, as a possibility for oneself, an ethièd or-religious treatise
from an extremely different cultural tradition, novels cross thãse boundaries
far more vigorously, engaging the reader in emotions of compassion and
love that make the reader herielf a participant in the society ål question,
and an assessor of what it offers as materiãl for human life itt tnË world.
Thus in their very structure they contain the interplay between the
evolving general-conception ut á th" rich perceptiån ór tn" particular;
and they teach the reader to navigate reso,rrcer,rny uet reen-these two
levels.29
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The above quotation illustrates nicely the interpiay between reason and feel-

ing which can lead one to a rich sort of understanding. The ability of noveis (and I

am suggesting all art forms) to "engage the reader in emotions" and make her ,'an

assessor of what it offers as material for human life in the world." is evidence that

feeling and reason need not be considered dichotomous and that it is the interplay

between them which leads to the attainment of a rich understanding. Thus, to deny

students access to the arts is to, in turn, deny them access to the possiblity of a richer

understanding than is possibie without interaction with the arts. To quote

Richmond, "the study and practice of art is liberating to the extent that it enables

students to visuaily interpret and understand experience, and to reach penetrating

insights about human iife and values."3O To deny students the liberation involved

in feeling aud reasoning in the arts is to deny them their full potential as humans.

Greene, in answering the question "what are artists for?" suggests that

Artists are for disclosing the extraordinary in the ordinary. They are for
transfiguring the comm-onplace, as they embody their peiceptions and
feelings and understandings in a rungé of languages, in formed substan-
ces of many kinds. 

-They are for affirming thJwo"rk of imagination - the
cognitive cãpacity that summons up the 'as if', the possiblelthe what is
not and,yet might be. They are for doing atl this inìuch away as to enable
those who open themselves to what the! create to see more, to hear more,
to feel more, to attend to more facets of the experienced world.31

I hope that I have shown that "to see more, to hear more, to feel more, to attend to

more facets of the experienced world" will lead students to a greater understanding

than that achieved in an educational system which d.oes not include artistic

experiences. Thus, I hope that the preceding justification will add some weight to

the scale with the hope of tipping it in favour of the inciusion of arts education as
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an integral part of the educational curriculum.

Understanding Through Creative Dance

Herein lies the key to the justification of the inclusion of creative dance in the

educational curriculum. If aesthetic activity does provide a richer understanding

than that achieved in other subject areas, and if creative dance is an aesthetic

activity, then it aPPears that we have found a justification for the inclusion of

creative dance in the educational curriculum. However, the question might be

raised as to why creative dance as opposed to other forms of dance and then further,

why dance as opPosed to other arts activities. I must emphasize that I am not

suggesting that creative dance be included in the curriculum instead of other arts

activities' However, because the visual arts are usually the focus (if not the only

activities) in art class and the study of drama and literature often finds a niche in the

language arts class, I feel that a special plea must be made for the inciusion of

creative dance in the educational curriculum. Although creative dance is some-

times included in the physical education class (and I am not suggesting that it be

removed from the gymnasium), I am suggesting that its aesthetic potential must be

recognized if we are to do justice to the teaching of creative dance.

Regarding the inclusion of creative dance as opposed to other forms of dance,

we must return to the continuum of dance forms discussed in chapter one. I would

suggest that the ballet end of the continuum is best left to ballet schools since the

years of training required to become proficient in this dance form cannot be

accomodated in the already "pressed for space" school curriculum. Furthermore,
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and perhaPs more importantly, the limited scope of this dance form to permit

students to create their own products is a serious limitation for an educational

curriculum. This limitation is applicable, to iesser degrees, to the dance forms of

iazz, tap, folk, social and modern. I would suggest that creative dance allows the

greatest scoPe for the creation of dance pieces by the students. The abitity to create as

well as appreciate art is important in the experience of aesthetic activi ty, as will be

demonstrated in the following chapter. Thus, we must give students the

opportunity to create. I must emphasize that a creative dance program should

involve creating and appreciating dance. Thus, there is a role for the other dance

forms. Students should be given the opportunity to watch ballet, tap, and modern,

as well as participate in folk and social dances. However, these experiences should

not take the place of creating dances. Rather they should provide foremost, an

opportunity for developing aesthetic appreciation, and in addition, tools for the

students to understand the aesthetic, e.g., watching ballet could help students

understand aesthetic features such as balance, iine, symm etry, etc., as well as skills

which couid be utilized in creating dance pieces, €.g., learning certain folk or social

dance steps which could be incorporated into a creative dance. Thus, other forms of

dance could be utilized in the educational curriculum but I would argue that the

primary dance form should be that of creative dance since this form allows the

students to create dance pieces and this creating is an important part of aesthetic

activity.

If we accept the argument that creative dance as opposed to other dance

forms should be the primary form of dance included in the educational curriculum,
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the question might still be raised regarding the need for creative dance if the curricu-

lum already includes the teaching of the visual arts, drama and iiterature. My

response is twofold- First, children (and adults) may all have a need to express

thoughts and feelings but the medium through which they prefer to express them-

selves will differ. An artist with the inclination and ability to express him/herself

proficiently in all media wouid be a rare occurence. Rather, people find particular

media with which they are comfortable and they develop their ability to express

themselves in their preferred medium. I am proposing that children should be

given the opportunity to experiment with a variety of media. Thus, to have an

educational curriculum which did not allow children the opportunity to experi-

ment with the use of their bodies as a means of expression would be deficient.

The opportunity for students to use their bodies as an artistic medium could

be viewed as an additional justification for the inclusion of creative dance in the

educational curriculum. If one considers the learning domains to include the

cognitive, affective and psychomotor, it wouid seem that the psychomotor domain

is shortchanged in the educational curriculum. Apart from physical education, the

focus of most subject areas is primarily on the cognitive and secondarily on the

affective learning domains. Creative d.ance, however, involves all three domains.

The involvement of the psychomotor domain would not seem to require any

further argumentation and a major thrust of this thesis has been to argue that

creative dance as an art form involves feeling and understanding (the affective and

cognitive domains).

A second reason for including creative dance as well as the visual arts, drama
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and literature is that, if my thesis is correct that the arts provide a richer

¡:nderstanding than that achieved in other subject areas, then the more exposure

the students have to experience with artistic activity, the better. Thus, it is

important that students have an opportunity to find artistic media with which they

are comfortable as well as being given the opportunity to spend more than

peripheral amounts of curriculum time in artistic activity.
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Chapter IV

TO APPRECIATE AND CREATE WORKS WITH AESTHETIC FEATURES

In the previous chapter, I proposed that creative dance as an aesthetic activity

could foster a unique understanding on the part of the students involved. An

examination must now be undertaken as to what form dance education would have

to take if it is to foster this unique understanding. I will argue that creative dance

must involve the appreciating and creating of works with aesthetic features. I will
contrast the approach of appreciating and creating works with aesthetic features with

prevalent approaches to fostering creativity in dance education (and education in

generai)' There is much conceptual confusion surrounding prevalent notions of

creativity and I hope to demonstrate that creativity involves precisely the creation of

original works with asthetic features. I will further argue that much of the

confusion regarding the idea of creativity in dance education is a result of conflating

the imaginative with the creative. However, an analysis of imaginative activities

wili be the topic of chapter five. At this point I want to examine the appreciation

and creation of works with aesthetic feafures.

The examples of Balance,King Lear and Guernicø in the previous chapter

were intended to demonstrate how appreciating such works could result in the

attainment of a rich form of understanding. The implication of this argument for

creative dance education would involve the inclusion of appreciating works of art

as part of the educational curriculum. Flowever, I also argued in the previous

chapter that creative dance should be the dance form of choice in the educational
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curriculum because creative dance allowed the greatest scope for the creøtion of

dance pieces by the students. Although |ne appreciation of works of dance may not

require further justification at this point, the justification for the creation of dance

pieces still needs to be addressed. Why is it important for students to create rather

than just appreciate works of dance? The answer to this question takes us back to

the expressive nature of creative dance.

In chapter one I quoted Dimondstein's definition of creative dance as ,,the

interpretation of a child's ideas, feelings, and sensory impressions expressed

symbolically in movement forms through the unique use of his body.,,1 I want to

argue that this expression can foster a unique understanding on the part of the

dancer. In order to express "ideas, feelings, and sensory impressions,,, one has to

have an understanding of what he/she is expressing. However, this understanding

need not be complete. Lr fact, it is often through attempts at expressing ideas and

feelings through some medium wherein an understanding of these ideas and

feelings crystalizes. Thus, in giving artistic form to the expression of ideas and

feeiings, the creator has the potentiai for attaining a richer understanding of these

ideas and feelings than he/she had before attempting to express them. For example,

in the case of creative dance, if a sfudent wants to express a feeling of insecurity,

he/she must think of a way to convey such a feeling through movement. He/she

may try out different movements, e.g., pulling extended limbs into oneself, slowly

shrinking into a tight ball, etc. Through experimenting with such movements, I am

suggesting that the dancer may come to a richer understanding of what it means to
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feel insecure. The dancer may

when he/she has observed an

have to recall times when he/she has felt insecure or

insecure person. These thoughts along with the

movements inspired by them may result in the dancer attaining a richer under-

standing of the concept of insecurity than he/she had before attempting to create a

dance piece on that theme.

The suggestion that a richer understanding is attained as a result of expressing

thoughts and/ot feelings through the medium of movement (in the case of dance)

finds support in Collingwood's idea that the artist does not know what helshe

wants to express until he/she expresses it. "The artist has no idea what the

experience is which demands expression until he has expressed it. What he wants

to say is not present to him as an end towards which means have to be devised; it
becomes clear to him only as the poem takes shape in his mind, or the clay in his

fingers"'2 Coilingwood goes on to say that "they [works of art] are made deliberately

and responsibly, by people who know what they are doing, even though they do not

know in advance what is going to come of it."3 Howard refers to this situation as a

the paradox of creativity; "that the artist both knows and does not know what he is

uP to"'4 I want to suggest that the artist (or in the case of a creative dance class, the

student) "comes to know" through the experience of giving artistic form to thoughts

and/ or feelings. Although Collingwood may be correct in suggesting that the artist

does not have a complete knowledge of what is going to come of his/her work, the

artist must know when he/she has arrived at a result which is satisfactory.

Maitland agrees that in some way, the artist must know where he/she is heading.
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"Otherwise, he would be unabie to make aesthetically discriminating or relevant

choices or to correct his mistakes."S To know when a resulting work is satisfactory

requires a knowledge of standards of the discipline within which the artist is

rvorking' That is, the creative dancer must be satisfied that the dance created meets

certain standards, i.ê., that effort qualities have been utilized to their fuilest, that

aesthetic features have been recognized. and emphasized, etc. Thus, in exploring a

thought and/ot feeling in an attempt to express it through movement, the creative

dancer must utilize knowledge of movement elements and aesthetic features. I am

suggesting that this knowledge, combined with the utilization of it in an attempt to

create an original expression, leads to a richer understanding of the thought/feeling

being expressed as well as a deeper understanding of the art form itself.

I am suggesting then that to foster understanding in participants in a creative

dance class requires the creation of original works with aesthetic features. In chapter

three, I argued that aesthetic features act as standards to enable us to distinguish

between the valuable and the non-vaiuable work of art. Maitland gives an example

of an artist making changes to a painting; "if he was articulate and willing, he would

point to certain features of the paintings and explain why certain choices did not

work and why the changes were better in relation to the emerging works of art and

what he wants to achieve."6 An example from a creative dance class may further

elucidate the role of aesthetic features in fostering understanding. If students were

asked to create a dance based on a piece of music, the results would be quite different

if the task was given within the constraints of acknowledging aesthetic features as
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oPposed to creating "free-form" with no aesthetic requirements. In acknowledging

aesthetic features, the students would have to listen carefully to the music. Features

of the music would have to be acknowled ged., e.g., changes in tempo, changes in

volume, etc. Movements could then be performed which coincided with the

feafures of the music, e.g., fast movements with fast music; or movements could be

utilized which created a feeling of dissonance with the features in the music, e.g.

light movements to heavy music. Working within the constraints of aesthetic

features however, helps foster the understanding both of the aesthetic features of

music and movement, for example, as well as the feelings which can be created

utilizing such features, e.g., the feeting of dissonance created by juxtapositioning

contrasting features. I am suggesting that this understanding would not be

developed if students simply turned on some music and moved to it. In chapter

three, I referred to Abb's definition of the aesthetic as "a mode of apprehending

through the senses the patterned import of human experience.,,Z

experience with the music a "patterned import" wherein lies the

It is giving the

possibility of an

aesthetic experience, and as I argued earlier, the possibiiity of attaining a rich

understanding.

I would suggest that knowledge and use of aesthetic features are what

Collingwood had in mind when he spoke of artists "knowing what they were

doing'" Once again, this knowledge of aesthetic features is necessa ry for expressing

thoughts and feelings through movement if this expression is to foster a greater

understanding of the thoughts and feelings being expressed. I propose that
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knowledge of such aesthetic features can be acquired through the appreciation of

great works of art. Thus, there is an important connection between appreciating and

creating in the creative dance class. I must emphasize that in appreciating works of

art, I am not limiting these works to dance pieces. As argued in chapter two,

aesthetic features transcend different art forms. Thus, appreciating the imbalance in

a visual work or the disharmony in a musicai piece, may heip a dancer to under-

stand the possibility of expressing imbalance through movement.

Having argued that the inclusion of aethetic features is necessary if the form

of an expression is to foster understanding, we must now examine the role of

creating aesthetic works which are original. When referring to works which are

original, I am referring to works which are new, not only to the student, but which

also go beyond conventional ways of doing things in that context, e.g., six year olds

could try to create dances which are not copies of what other six year olds do or

repetitions of things they have seen. It may be argued that students beginning work

in creative dance, will not be able to create something significant in terms of the

tradition. Ffowever, I propose that in attempting to create something new in terms

of the tradition, i.e., slmthesizing and extending existing knowledge and skills,

understanding is being fostered.

I have argued for the necessity of understanding aesthetic features related to

movement elements if students in a creative dance class are to create dances which

will enrich their understanding of the thoughts/feelings being expressed. The

knowledge of aesthetic features and movement principtes must be taught and I wili

argue in chapter six that the knowledge of aesthetic feafures and movement
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principles and skill in utilizing this knowledge can best be developed initially

through imitation. I suggest that great works of art as well as the creative dance

teacher are important models for students to imitate. However, I must emphasize

at this point that to limit creative dance activities to imitating role models

(regardless of the greatness of these models) will not lead to the attainment of

understanding which is possible through experience in creative dance. We expect

students to utilize the knowiedge and skiils learned to create their own dances. The

reason for this is twofold.

I mentioned earlier that in exploring a thought and/or feeling in an attempt

to express it through movement, the creative dancer must utilize knowledge of

movement elements and aesthetic features. This knowledge, combined with the

utilization of it in an attempt to create an original expression, leads to a richer

understanding of the thought/feeling being expressed as well as deeper under-

standing of the art form itself. Thus, in creating an original dance piece, the dancer

comes to a greater understanding of the thought/feeling being expressed; as well, in

creating original works, the discipline of dance is pushed forward. I will consider

both the enriched understanding of the thought/feeling being expressed as well as

the enriched understanding of the art form itself.

Creating an original dance piece, based upon some thought or feeling the

dancer wishes to express, requires the dancer to move beyond mere imitation of

works created by others. The aim of creating an original piece wilt help eliminate

the use of cliche-type or over-used movements. The dancer will have to "dig

deeper" into what he/she means by the thought or feeling being expressed. The
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dancer r'r'ill aiso have to consider how others have expressed similar thoughts or

feeiings in the past. In creating an original expression, the dancer will have to

stretch his/her understanding of the thought/feeling being expressed and I am

suggesting that this process will lead to a richer understanding of what is meant by

that particular thought/feeling. An example from a creative dance class will help

illustrate this point. If the stud.ents are asked to create a dance which expresses the

thoughts and feelings surrounding a funeral, it may be tempting to put togther

movements typically witnessed at a funeral, i.e., solemn movements, heads hung

low, etc. In creating a more original dance piece, the students may have to analyze

the feelings resulting from the death of a loved one, e.g. sorïow as well as anger, etc.

Movements could be performed which expressed contrasting feelings and the

interplal' between these feelings. I am suggesting that such an analysis and the

working through of possible movements to convey these feelings will result in a

richer understanding of these feelings.

Once again,I must emphasize that the dancer does not "create" in a vacuum.

He/she utilizes knowledge of and skill in using movement eiements and aesthetic

features, but he/she must synthesize, modify, and extend this knowledge and ski¡ if
the expression is to be original. I am suggesting that this process of synthesizing and

extending knowledge and skill leads to the fostering of a deeper understanding of

the art form itself. In fact, an extension of the knowledge of and skill in utilizing

movement elements and aesthetic features may push forward the discipline of

dance' Bailin, in discussing art works which we value because they are innovative,

suggests that
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[t]hey innovate in such a way as to provide a new and viable direction inwhich the art can grow, and what is viable is determi""J U/,ne state of
the traditio¡r and by the state of the society. Thus works #hl.tl attempt
to deal with new technical problems at a þoint where old proble*, får"
been exhausted, or works wnich respond, both through foi- and content,
to changes in society, are likely to be effective, to be ap"preciated, and to be
valued.S

I am suggesting then, that creating original dance pieces will not only lead to the

fostering of a richer understanding on the part of the participants of the dance class,

such work also has the potential to deepen the understanding of the dance form

itself and this will benefit all those participating in that particular discipline (as

creators and appreciators).

The fostering of understanding would be a noncontentious aim for most, if
not all, creative dance instructors. Flowever, this understanding is typically thought

to be achieved through the free expression of students' thoughts and feelings. In

fact, this is what often transpires in creative dance classes in the name of fostering

creativity; e.g. "this art form emphasizes creativity,"g "it stimulates and enriches the

creative personality,"l0 "creative experience with bodily self is fundamental to

education."l1 It is further believed that knowledge of the skills and techniques of

the art and the requirement to create works with aesthetic value will stifle this

creative expression) e.8., "This is creative dance, dance that is for children and comes

from children. It's not our adult ideas and values imposed on them.,,12 ,,In reality,

we do not teach creativity; it is already there. Rather we nurture it as we would a

tender seedling, fertilizing, watering, providing rich soil, adequate light - and above
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all, love and gratitude. The rest is their own growth."13 "[T]here is something

called 'educational dance.' This is different from children's dance geared toward

performance, or the learning of material and techniques which are developed by

adults."14

What I want to argue, however, is that knowledge of the skills and techniques

of the art and the requirement to create works with aethetic value do not stifle

creativity, but, rather, enhance it. Furthermore, since the understandir-Lg that is to be

attained depends uPon the works created having aesthetic value, then the aims of

fostering creativity and fostering understanding through the arts coincide.

In order to establish this, I shall examine the view of creativity which

underpins the free expression argument. There are a nurnber of assumptions

underlying this view. The first assumption is that creativity is something innate to

persons; that is, all children have the potential to be creative. Thus, it is the job of

the teacher to provide means whereby this innate creativity can be freed and

expressed. Secondly, it is assumed that creativity is some sort of process. Descrip-

tions of this Process have focused on the mysterious and the non-rational. I will

explicate and critique both of these assumptions. The alternative view which I wish

to present is that the term creative should be apptied to a product. In proposing the

criteria for a product to be deemed creative, it will become.qvident that the aims of

fostering creativity and fostering understand-ing through the arts coincide. We turn

now to an explication and critique of the view of creativity which underpins the

argument that fostering creativity involves free expression
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Creative Persons

A fundamental assumption underlying the free-expression argument is that

creativity is something innate to persons; that is, all children have the potential to

be creative' Thus, it is the job of the teacher to provide an environment wherein

children can express their "creativity." There aïe a number of problems with this

view' Firstly, when creativity is used in reference to something innate to persons,

the question must be raised as to what this "something" is. Is it an abllity? An

ability to do what? Secondly, if creativity is an ability which is innate, can it be

enhanced or can it be "lost" if it is not utilized? Thirdly, and perhaps most

importantly, how do we know that students have this ability?

If creativity is used in reference to some ability, the question must be raised

concerning what it is that everyone has the ability to do (if creativity is something

innate)' The most logical answer to this question would be that being creative

would suggest the ability to create. If one now asks the question concerning what is

to be created, a logical answer would be - a product. If one assumes the abitity to

create products is innate, the question could. be asked conceming the possibitity of

enhancing the creation of products. I would suggest that the creation of products

could be enhanced if students were assisted in creating "better" products. Regarding

the possibility of "losing" this ability, I would suggest that if students quit creating

products, they may have "lost" this creative ability. This suggestion brings us to the

third problem - how do we know students have this ability. They may have ,'lost,,

it, or perhaps, they may never have had it. I propose that the onry way one could
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determine if persons were creative would be as a result of what they produce. I am

not denying that the term "creative" should be applied to persons. I am o'ly
arguing that the term can only be applied to persons after íne resulting product has

been deemed to be creative. Bailin questions the view that creativity is a quality

possessed by a person regardless of whether the person actually creates anything.

Even if a creative capacity existed, how would it be possible to know
whether a Pe_rson possessed such a capacity? If sonieon" proár.us valu-
able works, then we can, of course, suy i.r rãtrospect that she was capable
of producing valuable works, that she had the cãpacity to do so. If she
has not done so, however, then what would lead one to attribute to her a
creative capacity?- Perhaps she has created valuable works in the past. Inthis case, the production of a product in the past is the basis for the pre-
diction of future producti6n.15

The suggestion that the production of a product is important may not find favor

with those advocating the free-expression argument. However, if creativity is

viewed as something innate, this "something" must refer to an ability of sorts. If
this "something" is an ability to create, something must be created. I am proposing

that some sort of product is an indicator of the abiiity to be creative. Regarding the

question as to whether this ability is innate, I am suggesting that this question

cannot be answered since if persons do not create anything, we cannot tell if they

have lost this ability or if they never had it.

Creative Processes

Rather than focus on the creation of products, many free-expression advo-

cates prefer to focus on a creative process, €.g. "I wish to talk about the process of

dancing and not the product."16 "Process talk" has focused on the mysterious and
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the non-rational' When teachers view the creative process as something shrouded

in mystery, they are often referring to acts of inspiration. The question must then be

raised regarding the possibiiity of "inspiring" inspiration in students. I wili explicate

and critique this possibility.

The role of inspiration in the creative work of artists and scientists has been

considered one of paramount importance by many philosophers, artists, and scien-

tists since the time of antiquity- According to Plato, "the poet is a light and winged

and holy thing, and there is no inuention ín him until he has been inspired and is

out of his senses , and reason is no longer in him: no man, while he retains that

faculty, has the oracular gift of poetry" [italics added].iZ

be at the mercy of the Muses - the source of inspiration.

Plato considered the artist to

"They [the artists] are

simply inspired to utter that to which the Muse impels them, and that only.,,18 -1.1.,r,

feeling of being at the mercy of the source of inspiration is reiterated by Mozart. In

reference to his ideas, he writes "u¡hence and hoza they come, I know no¡, nor can I

force them."19 Andre Marie Ampere, after whom the unit of electric current is

named, remarked that "for some days I had carried the idea about with me continu-

aliy' At last, I do not know how,I found it, together with a large number of curious

and new considerations concerning the theory of probab irity."zo The great mathema.

tician, Karl Friedrich Gauss, recalled his efforts to prove a difficult theorem ,,as 
a

sudden flash of light, the enigma was solved."21 For Tchaikovsky, ,,the germ of a

future composition comes suddenly and unexpectedly."22 This sentiment is echoed
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over and o'er again in the realms of both art and science.

For these creators, the source of inspiration may have been supernatural or

spiritual, as evident in Jacques Maritain's contention that everything depends ,,on

the recognition of the existence of a spiritual unconscious, or rather, preconscious,

of which Plato and the ancient wise men were well awar e;,,23 o, the source of

inspiration may be some unknown layer of the mind, as suggested by Koestler when

he states that "in the creative act there is an upward. surge from some unknown,

fertile, underground layers of the mind."24 Whether the source of inspiration is

viewed as suPernatural, preconscious, or simply an unknown layer of the mind, the

notion of inspiration is shrouded in mystery. Some philosophers, for example, J. p.

White, simply r't'rite off the notion of creative inspiration as a"fairy story.,,25 Others

are less harsh but are realistic about the consequences of such an account. Weisberg

suggests that "if creative achievements do indeed come about through great leaps of

insight, brought about by extraordinary thought processes, in individuals who

possess some unanalyzable quality called genius, then little more can be said.,,26

What do we make of this creativity-as-inspiration account? Although

Weisberg suggests that little more can be said if creativity is viewed as an inspira-

tional process, two points must be made. First, even if someone is inspired by

something beyond oneself and this results in the creation of a product, if this

product is not original or valuable, would it still be considered creative? This

situation issues in the question of what are the criteria for something to be deemed.

creative' I rt'ill explore the answer to this question in the following sections of this
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chapter' Secondly, if the source of inspiration is beyond the control of the person

creatir-Lg something, is there anything that can be done to "inspire" this inspiration;

that is, can a teacher intervene to influence the inspirational process. A recurring

theme in the anecdotal accounts cited at the beginning of this section involved the

mysteriousness concerning from where and how the inspirations came. This

situation does not seem amenable to an educational context. Thus, if creativity

always and only involves some sort of inspiration, it would not make sense to

regard such a process as an educational objective.

As weli as the mysterious "inspiration" view of creativity, we find teachers

adhering to the creative process view advocated by the likes of de Bono. De Bono

advocates the development of iateral thinking as opposed to strictly vertical

thinking' According to this view, a person encounters a problem, suspends vertical

thinking and adopts lateral thinking, generating new possibitities. The suspension

of vertical thinking is seen to allow for "non-rationai" leaps of thought. Thus, the

creative process is fostered by freeing people up from the hold of conventional logic

and conventional ways of doing things. Once the problem has been solved, the

person resumes vertical thinking and evaluates the solution. Such dichotomous

modes of thinking are questionable. As Bailin points out

' ' ' judgment is intimately involved throughout the process of creating.
The initial perception of the problem and ihu d"tu.rrit"i"t;f ihe generat
direction for solution are very much products of judgmeni. it L bu.u,rr"
one has considerable expertise in ut åreu and is imrñersed in its intricacies
that one develops the judgment that enables one to see a certain concatena-
tion of phenomena as in need of exploration or explanation, to see it as a
PtobIe¡Y1.27

Examples of the involvement of judgment throughout the creative process abound,
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even in activities designed to promote "lateral" thinking. One such activity which

is very common in the educational world is that of brainstorming. Suppose a

creative dance teacher is having the ciass "brainstorm" movements involving a^

autumn theme' De Bono would propose that all suggestions should be recorded

without limitations imposed. However, students would not even make some

suggestions' For instance, a student who suggests that the class move like crocodiles

would be hard pressed to make a connection with the autumn theme. Thus,

judgments are being made even in this "lateral" thinking activity.

Perkins attempts to dissolve the dichotomy between creative thinking and

ordinary thinking' He suggests that "these same resources [noticing, rearizing,

directed remembering, problem finding, critical reasoning, etc.] explain masterly and

more ordinary creating. The master will notice more, remember more, exercise

better critical judgment, and so on, but the processes involved are the same in

kind'"28 Bailin emphasizes the non-necessity of extraordinary means for achieving

extraordinary ends.

The studies of both Perkins and Weisberg support my contention thatextraordinary means are not necessary iriordei to achieve extraordinary
ends, but that it is, rather, the skill wíth which ordinaiy th*ki"g pïoces-
ses are used and the purpose to which they are put which enable outstand-
ing results to be achieved.2g

The denial of a distinct creative process in favor of developing skills necessary for

enabling the creation of outstanding results rrrãf r once again, not find favor with

those advocating free-expression. However, a cioser examination of what is really

involved in being creative will demonstrate that the creation of a product is the
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only way by which one can determine if a so_calied "creative" process is at work.

Creative Products

Recent philosophical work on the concept of creativity has seen a shift in em-

phasis from viewing creativity in terms of persons or processes, to viewing creativ-

ity in terms of the creation of excellent products. Bailin emphasizes the need for a

creative product when, in discussing the relationship between creativity and

product, she states that "certainly the root meaning of the verb is connected with a

product' To create is to make or bring into being something which did not exist

previouslyt or at least not in that form. It wouid not make sense to say that a person

created if nothing is produced."30 To "bring something into being" results in some-

thing becoming available for public observation. White notes the distinction

between a public product and a private process.

'creative thinking', therefore, i9 ¡ot a peculiar type of thinking that has
different, non-publicly observable, feaiures from tther types oT thinking.
A creative thinker is one whose thinking leads to a resuli which conforms
to criteria of value in one domain or anóther. 'Creative' is a medal which
we pin on public products, not the name of private processes.3l

Regarding creative thinking, Weisberg reiterates the notion that "creative thinking

becomes extraordinary because of what the thinke r produces., not because of t¡1e raay

in which the thinker produces it."32

In suggesting that a condition necessary for a process to be deemed creative is

the production of a product, I must elaborate upon what might count as a product.

We typically consider creative products to exist in the domain of the arts. This is a
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fairiy wide domain' " .'work of art' hides an astonishing variety of products: a

glass bottle, a sonnet, a symphony, an aría, a ballet, a novel."33 Scientific inventions

as weil as theories could also fall under the rubric of creative products. perkins

suggests that "in real life, the outcome of a creative endeavor is almost always a

complex product rather than a brief answer to a question . . . Theorems, theories,

definitions, classification systems, arguments, analyses, field notes, interpretations,

and evaluations are among many products of inquiry found in the study of the

various disciplines'"34 Conceiving theorems, analyses, etc. as products issues in the

notion that a product need not be something physical. This is true in the art world

as well' A dance performance or a music concert, unlike a painting, is not physical

in the sense that it can be touched. However, like a theorem or analysis, it is pos-

sible for an audience to perceive the dance performance or musical piece as a

product' A piece of choreography or music can be perceived as a whole (comprised

of a beginning, middle, end) which can be repeated by another group of dancers or

musicians' So although a dance performance is not physical, it is somethi¡g apart

from the dancers which can be performed by someone else. This is not the case

when a group of people get together, turn on some music, and dance. Aithough,

this situation might build a sense of community and make people feel good about

themselves, I would be hesitant to say that a product was created. I am not denying

that there may be value in such an activity, i.ê., participation in such an activity may

be very therapeutic, I am only suggesting that such an activity should not be labelled

"creative."
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One further distinction may be necessary at this point. In suggesting that a

piece of music or choreography should be repeatable by another group of musicians

or dancers, it may be helpful to make a type/token distinction. A piece of music or

choreography could be considered a "typu" while a particular performance could be

considered a "token"' This distinction makes it possible to refer to particular

performances of improvisational jazz as creative products.

Having suggested that products are something apart from the person who

produces it, we must still determine which products should be tabelled. ,,creative,,

A criterion which seems to be almost synonymous with the notion of creativity is

that of originality' In examining the connection between originality and creativity,

one must question the nature of the link between originality and novelty. Kneiler

states that any definition of creativity must include the essential element of

novelty'3s However, there is the question of what it means to judge something as

novel, and then one must ask whether novelty is a sufficient condition for

something to be deemed creative. Regarding the first question, Bailin notes that in

identifying something as an innovation,

we must recognize in it a significant difference from what has come before.
Something which is new is áifferent in some way from that which is oldor past ' ' ' The degree to which particular innovátions depart from existingframeworks varies. some creaûéns-may be new in some imall way butremain, in 1o9j ways, much like other-members of the same category, whileothers may differ quite radically. Nevertheless some type of connection toprevious products does seem to be necessary for our té.igitio" of difference
and thus of novelty.36

The idea that there is a connection between the "novel" product and previous

products is reiterated by Abinun. Abinun questions the definition of the novel
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product as something that "did not exist before" meaning "has never previously

been thought of by anyone who has ever lived.,,

This raises the question whether something like this is possible at all or,
llore importantly, how we can know abou-t it, since we cannot examinethe ideas of everyone that has ever existed. In addition, what about thesame idea occurring independently to different persons, for example, totwo or more scientists working in different parts of the world? . . . In awider and weaker sense, alr human behaviårs are unique. They are"ner4/' by.virture of being n:ve: duplicated or repeated precisery, not
even by the same individual. But surely, this is ã very irivial sense of
"novelty," one that would designate almost everythi'g as new.37

Abinun's comment on the trivial sense of "novelty" brings us to the second

question, that is, whether novelty is a sufficient condition for something to be

deemed creative. I would suggest that novelty is not a sufficient condition; a

normative condition must be involved. Bailin points out

the originality involved in creativity does not reduce to arbitrary novelty.The fact that something is new is nót a sufficient condition for it to bedeemed creative. It mãy not even be a necessary condition, or at least not
-a Primar)' consideration. Some of the artistic masterpieces which we valuehighly today are relatively non-divergent examples o? the style which wasprevalent at the time, the works of Rãmbrandt tr GainsborJugh for exam-
Ple' Thel' are, however, outstanding examples of the sfyle ur-rà ,o expertly
executed that they are still highly esteemed.3S

Crittenden suggests that noveity is a necessary condition for describing a work as

creative but that "it cannot however be treated as a sufficient condition. Mere nov-

elty may only succeed in being bizarre or trivial. one has simply to recall those cute

inventions that frequently provide an amusing segment of TV talk shows.,,39 Clark

suggests that "the word 'creative' has both descriptive and evaluative functions . . .

On the whole, acts considered 'creative' in other contexts are not held to be so when

executed by those such as burglers or tax evaders.4O Thus, a product must have



some value as well as being original if it is to be considered ,,creative.,,

Creating Creative products

In proposing that a product must be original and valuable in order to be

considered "creative," \,ie must now examine how a product achieves this standard.

Contrary to the view discussed in the first section of this chapter, I would deny the

role of a mysterious source of inspiration. Rather, I wourd emphasize the

employment of knowledge and skill in the creation of original and valuable

products' To produce something original and valuable requires first, a knowledge of

the tradition or discipline within which one is working; and secondiy, skill and

technique in the use of the materials with which one is working. Although it may

aPpear paradoxicai, something can be recognized as original, i.e., different from

previous products, only if one has a thorough knowledge of these previous products

in order to recognize the difference. Best notes the incoherence of the notion that

the production of original products involves a radical break from the past.

t . . the aspiration.to change everything, to make all things new, is inco-herent. It is possible to *ã'oe somewhãre else only if one is already
somewhere, and where one can move next deperrâ, or, where one is now.
The potentiai can be illustrated by analogy with the sailor who wants torestructure his ship in mid-ocean.. ObvióLsly he cannot abandon the shipto rebuild il i:.1 the beginning, since he neóds the suppo.t oiir," main
structure while he makes the changes. I4lhat changes iä .ut-, make, and.
f9w qrlickly he can make thgm, deþend on the chiracter of the original.
Nevertheless, progressively, he may be able to make considerabre, evenradical, alterations in the jtructuretf the ship, whiie a"pu"aì"g ,rpo,
its support.4l

Best also notes that "the methodological point that certain ways of teaching the

disciplines of an activity can inhibit creativity should not be confused with the
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concePtuai point that without a grasp of those disciplines, it wouid be impossible to

be creative at all'"42 white makes a similar point regarding scientific creativity; ,,the

mathematicai or scientific understanding which this pïesupposes requires a

rigorous initiation into these disciplines. Such imitation is not oniy helpful but

necessary to the production of something valuable in these areas. This is a logical

truth."43

Although artists and scientists may not utilize the term "logical truths,,,

many explicitly exPress their debt to tradition. Abbs points out that ,,writers 
con-

stantly assert that they have found their own 'voice' through the voices of others.',

He then proceeds to quote virginia woolf in her Letter to a poet.

Think of yourself rather as something much humbler and less spectacular,but to my mind far more interesting la poet in whom live all the poets ofthe past, flom which all poets in tirie to come will spring. yáu have atouch of Chaucer in you, and.something_of shakespe'a.",bryãun, pope,
Tennyson - to mention only the respectäbl" urnong your ancestors - stirin your biood and sometimes move your pen a iitiié to the rijnt or to theleft. In short you are an immensry áncient, complex, and .oíti.,,ror*
character.44

This sentiment is echoed by Newton in his famous statement that ,,he has seen as

far as he has only because he stood on the shourders of giants.,,

The knowledge of the tradition or discipline within which one is working is
also important in the developing of skills and technique necessary for producing

valuable products. Regarding the technique necessary for work with a particular

medium, Redfern makes the point that "to work within a certain medium is to do

more than work with a set of materials; it is to employ those materials with some
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measure of hor't' thef il¿v" already been used for artistic purposes."4s Having a

knowledge of past technique is necessary for producing valuable products but it is
also a prerequisite for creating something originai. Regarding the skiil necessary for

creative achievement, Bailin notes that

tliig type of creative achievement presupposes skill - not simply low levelskill-applied mechanically, but rafher frigner order skiil invoiving consid-
erable judgment. The more skillfut ot 

" 
ir in terms of making hi[h orderjudgments in the discipiine, the greater wili be the possibility"that one will

reach a point where one sees theiecessity for and has the ability to make
changes in the rules of the discipline itself.a6

Thus, knowledge and skills are necess ary for creating products which are valuable

and original and this is what I have argued is what it means when we refer to

something as creative. Although knowledge and skill may be viewed as necessary

for creating valuabie products, they are not sufficient for creating sometl-ring

original' I propose that to create something original requires imaginative thinking;

the topic of the following chapter.
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Chapter V

THE IMAGINATIVE CREATION

The educational implications of the argument in the previous chapter make

it incumbent upon creative dance teachers to help students acquire the knowledge

and skill necessary to create original and valuable dance pieces in order to foster

understanding through creative dance. However, I suggested that knowledge and

skill were not sufficient to create original dance pieces; imaginative thinking was

required- This suggestion requires an examination of what we mean by

imaginative, and how imagination is connected with understanding.

Numerous educationai activities are referred to as being imaginative or

valuable in helping develop the imagination of the students. FIowever, it is not

always clear what is meant by the imagination. Is the imagination a faculty of tl.re

mind? Do some people have "it" and others not? Is it something that can be

developed? or is having an imagination simply having the ability to conceive of

ideas in a certain way? Is this ability context specific; that is, are people imaginative

in one area of their iives but not another? Is it possibie for there to be an

imaginative Person , i.ê., a Person having an imaginative ability that transcends all

contexts? If having an imagination is an ability to conceptualize in a certain

manner, can educators provide experiences whith foster this ability? How does this

ability differ from creative ability or the abitity to fantasize? These questions, among

others, must be dealt with if we are to come to an understanding of what we mean

by the concept of imagination. In order to understand how the term imagination
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has come to acquire the different meanings which

would be fruitful to explicate how the concept has

have become associated with it,

been conceived of historically.

ir

Historical Conceptions

since humanity began recording philosophical speculations, the term

imagination has appeared in one form or another, occupying positions of varying

degrees of importance. Beginning with Plato, the imagination has been associated

with sense or aPpearance. Plato considered the imagination to be concerned with
image-making; an activity which expressed an appearance. He distinguished this

activity from an exPression of reality. "Nor must we forget that image-making may

be an imitation of realities or an imitation of appearances, which last has been calied

by us phantastic."l According to Plato, the expression of appearances is a very

inferior activity compared to the imitating of reality. He gives the example of a

craftsman who imitates reality when he creates a particuiar couch (which is an

imitation of the form or idea of a couch). The painter, on the other hand, imitates

the imitation of the form of a couch. Thus, Plato refers to the painter as being ,,three

removes from nature."2 According to Plato, this distance from reality leaves the

painter with little knowledge of that which he paints and he should not be taken

seriously' Thus, the imitating of phantasm, or in other words, the activity of the

imagination, is not held in high esteem by plato.

Aristotle, as did his teacher Plato, considered the imagination to be concerned

with images' He considered the imagination to be something different from and yet
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connected to perception and thought. "Imagination, in fact, is somethi¡g differe^t

both from perception and frorn thought, and is never found by itsetf apart from

perception, anymore than is belief apart from imagination."3 Aristotle goes to great

length to distinguish the imagination from sensation and opinion and the other

faculties of knowledge and intellect ("Neither, again, can imagination be ranked

with the facuities, like knowiedge or intellect, which always judge truly: it may also

be false.''4) because he does not consider it to be as valuable as the main faculties of

the soul ("Such faculties or habits are sensation, opinion, knowiedge, intellect.,,5).

For Aristotle, the imagination appears to be at odds with the more esteemed facul-

ties of the soul' "Because imaginations remain in us and resemble the correspond-

ing sensations, auimals perform many actions under their influence; some, that is,

the brute, through not having intellect, and others, that is, men, because intellect is

sometimes obscured by passion or disease or sleep."6 Like plato, Aristotle considers

the imagination to be more of a disability than an activity or faculty whose develop-

ment is to be encouraged. If Plato's and Aristotle's views on the imagination were

representative of its position throughout Western thought, the story of the imagina-

tion would be short indeed. However, in the philosophical treatises proposed by

Hume and Kant, the position occupied by the imagination became one of great

importance.

Hume begins lnis Treøtise of Humøn Nature with a discussion of the origin of

our ideas' According to Hume, the imagination's role is of utmost importance in

the forming of complex ideas. "The idea of a substance as well as that of a mode, is
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nothing but a collection of simple ideas, that are united by the imagination, and

have a particular name assigned them, by which we are able to recall, either to

ourselves or others, that collection."7 So unlike Piato and Aristotle, Hume holds

the activity of the imagination in high regard. "Nothing is more admirable, than

the readiness, with which the imagination suggests its ideas, and presents them at

the very instant in which they become necessary or useful. The fancy runs from one

end of the universe to the other in collecting those ideas which belong to any

subject'"8 Although Hume has great admiration for the activity of the imagination,

he is unable to explicate any further how the imagination works. In fact, he refers to

it as "a kind of magicai faculty of the soul, which, [tho'] it be always most perfect in

the greatest geniuses, and is properly what we call a genius, is however inexplicable

by the utmost efforts of hûman understanding."g A further attempt at understand_

ing the activity of the imagination was made by Kant.

According to Kant, "Imagination is the facuity of representing an object even

without its presence in intuition."l0 For Kant, the imagination seems to lie some-

where between the faculties of representation and understanding. In reference to

the imagination, Kant states that

' ' ' because a certain form of sensuous intuition exists in the mind a príoriwhich rests.on the receptivity of the-representative faculty (sensibility), theunderstanding, as a spontaneity, is ablË to determine the internal ,"r.¡rã Uymeans of the diversity of given representations, conformablti; the synthe-tical unity of apperception [conscióusness] and rhus to ."jiãt"ine syÁtheticatunity of the appercePtion of the manifold of sensuous inluition ø priori, asthe condition to whiõh must necessarily be submittea ail oilJl.i, or humanintuition. And in this manner the categories as mere forms of thought
receive objective reality . . .11
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Although Kant's description of the work of the imagination may not be easy to

utrderstand, one cûl'I Srasp the fundamental importance of the imagination within
Kant's metaphysical system' "It [the transcendental synthesis of the imagination] is

an operation of the understanding on sensibility, and the first application of the

understanding to objects of possible intuition, and at the same time the basis for the

exercise of the other functions of that faculty.,,l2 Thus, not oniy does the imagina_

tion "make" objects out of sensations, it is the basis of our ability to ,,recognize,,

objects. As Warnock so aptly puts it:

Kant completed the account which Hume had begun of the part that imag-ination pla¡s. Not only does it make objects out of some of the immediatebut intermittent sensations wh]c! we exierience, and induce us to say"same cat" of these, but it also induc", ,rå to appþ object-wora, ltt ut ir,type-of-object-words) to our experiences, so tnát we .ãr, ,u.ognize a kind
of experience, and identify what we see as a cat.13

Having attempted an explication of Hume's and Kant's thoughts on the imagina-

tion and having observed the importance they place on its operations, we turn now

to Sartre who accuses these philosophers of committing a fundamental error in

their studies of the imagination.

According to Sartre, "the great metaphysicians of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth century" committed a fundamental error in their accounts of the imagina-

tion' This error consisted of a confusion between imagining and perceiving. This

confusion was based uPon what Sartre refers to as "the naive metaphysics of the

image'"14 In order to und.erstand how this naive metaphysics arose, Sartre distin-

guishes between essential sameness and existential identity. Sartre illustrates this

distinction by refering to a sheet of paper on his desk. \Arhen Sartre turns his head
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away from the desk and looks at the wall, he no longer sees the sheet of paper. ,'I

know perfectly well, however, that ii has not annihilated itself; it is pre'er-rted byz its

inertness' It has just ceased to be for ms."75 stili looking at the wall, sartre is able to

"see" the sheet of paper again. Sartre notes that existence in the form of image is a

mode of being which is difficult to grasp since we have "the almost unshakeable

habit of conceiving all modes of existence as physical in type.,,16

Consequently, as soon as one shifts.f{ott pure contemplation of the image
as such to.thinking about images withouiforming the;, one slides from
essential identity.of image and-object to an allegeà'existeniiai idenrity.
Since the image, in this õase, ls thô object, one draws the conclusion that
the image exists in the same fashion as the object.r,

According to Sartre, there are three types of consciousness by which the same

object can be given to us: "to perceive, conceive, imagine.,,1g Regardi*g the

imagination, Sartre notes its resemblance to perception. "Let us note first that it
seems to belong to perception. In the one, as in the other, the object presents itself

in profiles, in projections . . . only we no longer have to make a tour of it: the cube

as an image is presented immediately for what it is."19 Thus, the distinction between

imagining and perceiving lies in the potentiai for the immediate knowledge of an

image.

In perception, a knowledg" {o.l: itself slowiy; in the image the knowledgeis immediate' We see now that the image is á synthetic ac"t which unites aconcrete, nonimagined knowledge to elðments which are more actuallyrepresentative'. The image teaches nothing: it is organized exactly tike iheobjects which do produce knowledge, but"it is complete at the very moment
of its appearance.2o

An image, according to Sartre "suffers from a sort of essential poverty.,,21 ,,In 
a
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word, the object of the perception overflows consciousness constantly; the object of

the image is never more than the consciousness one has; it is lirnited by that co.-

sciousness: nothing can be learned from an image that is not alread/ known.',22

Thus, according to Sartre, imagining is a type of consciousness, albeit inferior to the

other types, i.e., perceiving and conceiving. With Sartre, there is a move from

referring to a faculty of the imagination to referring to the process of imagining.

This move is epitomized in the work of Ryle.

Where Sartre reflected uPon images in order to determine their distinctive

characteristics, Ryle set out to show that "the familiar truth that people are constant-

ly seeing things in their minds' eyes and hearing things in their heads is no proof

that there exist things which they see and hear, or that the people are seeing or hear-

iirg'"23 Although Sartre and Ryle differ in their methods of inquiry, they seem to

reach the same conciusion; that is, "imaging [imagining] occurs, but images are not

seen'"24 Also, in answering the question "How can a person seem to hear a tune,

when there is no tune to be heard?", Ryle's response is reminiscent of Sartre,s

reflections.

We already know, and have known since childhood, in what situations
to describé people as.imagining that they see or hear or do things. Theproblem, so far as it is onè, is to construe these descriptiorrr *ìtîort failing
back into the idioms in which we talk of seeing horselraces, hearing concerts
and committing murders. It is into these idioms that we fall back the
moment we say that to fancy one sees a dragon is to see a real dragon_
phantasm, or that to pretend to commit mu"rder is to commit a real mock-
murder, or that to seem to hear a tune is to hear a real mental tune.25

In illuminating the problem of images as he d.oes, Ryle hopes to show that ,,hearing
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a tune one does not really 'hear"' is "simply a question about the concept of imagin-

ing or make-believe."26 In eiaborating on the concept of imagining, Ryle points out

that

there are hosts of widely divergent sorts of behaviour in the conduct ofwhich we,should ordinarily urrã corr"ctly be described as imaginative.
The mendacious witness in the witness-box, the inventor thiiking out
a new machine, the constructor of a romance novel, the child plafing
bears, and Henry Irving a1e alt exercising their imaginations; but so, too,
are the j"9S: listening to the lies of the ivitness, thJcolleagúe giving his
opinion of the new invention, the novel reader, the nurse"who refrains
from admonishing the 'bears' for their subhuman noises, the ¿.a.naiìc"
critic and the theatre-goerc.27

Ryle concludes that "there is no special faculty of imagination, occupying itself

single-mindedly in fancied viewings and hearings. On the contrary 'seeing' things

is one exercise of imagination; growling somewhat like a bear is another; smelling

things iIr the mind's nose is an uncommon act of fancy, malingering is a very

common one, and so forth."28

Ryle, as did Sartre, contends that images are not mental objects and thus we

do not require "a 'place' where mental pictures are seen and reproductions of voices

and tunes are heard."29 with no role for a Faculty of Imagination to fill, the concept

of the imagination seems to have taken on a new meaning and a less fundamental

role than that accorded to it by Hume and Kant. To elaborate on this ,,new,,

meaning, we turn now to the work of Robin Barrow who adopts Ryle's thesis in his

formulation of the concept of imagination.

Barrow, like Ryle, denies the existence of the imagination as an entity.

According to Barrow, "to be imaginative is to have the inclination and ability
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consciously to conceive of the unusual and effective in particular contexts.,,30 fn

explicating Barrow's concept of imagination, it is important to understalrd what he

means by unusual, effective, conceive, and particular contexts. Regarding the

criterion of unusualness, Barrow suggests that this means seeing beyond the

obvious, superficial, and immediately apparent.3l Regarding the criterion of

effectiveness, Barrow states that "by 'effective' is meant conducive to a good

solution to or resolution of the task or problem at hand. An imaginative sales-

Person has to come up with techniques that are not merely unusual and ingenious

but that also sell product5."32 L:r espousing the unusual and the effective as criteria

for imaginative conceptualizations, Barrow points out that both criteria must be

met.

lIergly to generate unusual ideas does not deserve the epithe t imaginøtiae,
for if the ideas are absurd, unworkable, logically incohereit, and so forth,
then no normative label is deserved at all. Besídes, we have other words
to label the_mere generation of unusual ideas such as bizarre, prolific, or
inaentiae, (depending on-precisely what we want to imply), ini.r, do not
suggest anything about their quality. Conversely, the gäíeïation of merely
effective ideas does not constitute imagination, but ls rihat we would label
"competentr" "soundr" or "good."33

In explicating Barrow's conception of imagination, it is important to note that,

according to Barrow, imaginative activity involves conceptualization; that is, an

understanding of something is involved. He suggests that an imaginative road

sweePer or an imaginative auto mechanic would seem an incongruous ideae since

sweeping roads or fixing cars does not produce conceptualizations. In the following

section entitled "A Premature Dismissal of Imagining," I will suggest that producing
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conceptuaiizations is a form of creating products. Finally, one must understand

what Barrow lneans when he speaks of particular contexts in reference to unusual

and effective conceptualizations. "'This is an unusual and effective implement,

makes no sense if there is no answer to the question ,for what?,,,35 Thus it is
logicallv possible to have an imaginative person, i.e., someone having an ability to
concepfualize imaginatively in all contexts, but this would be a rare occurance.

The Imaginative Versus the Imagination

The intent of the preceding section was to explicate how the concept of the

imagination or the activity of imagining has been conceived of historically. A
cursory treatment of analyses of the imagination revealed a number of different

meanings and values accorded to the concept of the imagination. The most 
^otable

change in the conception of the imagination occurred with the analyses conducted

by Sartre and Ryle- Prior to their inquiries, the imagination had been considered by

most philosophers to be a faculty of the mind. Plato and Aristotle considered the

imagination to be a faculty associated with sense or appearance. with Hume and

Kant, the faculty of the imagination became one of fundamental importance, lying

somewhere between the faculties of impression/representation and ideas/under-

standing' With Sartre and Ryle, the imagination loses some if this fundamental

importance' Although Sartre conducts a phenomenological study of the imagina-

tion and Ryle's approach is more behaviouristic, they seem to reach the same

conclusion; that "there is no special Faculty of Imagination, occupying itself
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single-mindediy in fancied viewings and heariflgs."36 For Sartre, imagination is a

t¡'pe of consciousness; for Ryle, it is a description of certain sorts of behaviour. For

Barrow, the imaginative involves unusual and effective conceptualizations.

What are we to make of this historical account of conceptions of the

imagination? which, if any, is the correct one? Any proposed conception would

have to take into account the fundamental differences between the imagination,

imagining and the imaginative- Plato, Aristotle, Hume and Kant all conceived of

the imagination as a faculW of the mind. Lr Plato's and Aristotle,s account, the use

of this faculty involved imagining. They conceived of imagining as involving

image-making; thus, it was closely associated with the faculty of perception. Hume,s

and Kant's faculty of the imagination was more closely associated with the faculty of

conception; a place where ideas were united. I wilt raise the issue of whether

imagining involves perceiving or conceiving in a later section. At this point I want

to argue in favor of the conception of the imaginative rather than thinking in terms

of a faculty of imagination.

Whether there is something cailed an imagination as opposed to something

being imaginative is reminiscent of the argument regarding creative products in
chapter four' ]ust as creative persons can only be judged to be creative as a result of

the products they produce, likewise persons with a well-developed imagination can

only be judged to have such a capacity as a result of their conceptions or perceptions.

One cannot observe a faculty of the mind, only what results from its use. Thus, I
r'*'ould suggest that Sartre, Ryle and Barrow propose more accurate accounts of the
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imaginative as opposed to those advocating the existence of a faculty of the imagina-

tion' I would further argue that Barrow's account would seem to supersede the

other accounts' Sartre's conception of the imaginative as a type of consciousness

and Ryle's conception of imaginative kinds of behaviour would seem to involve

conceptualizíng' Whether Barrow's criterion of what makes a conceptualization

imaginative is sufficient is the topic of the next section.

A Premature Dismissal of Imagining?

Although I have suggested that Barrow's conception of the imaginative is

correct, I feel that there is an aspect of imagining which has been left out in his

account' As Casey notes, "Imagination as a fixed faculty is indeed dead, eviscerated

in the 'objective' accounts of many modern thinkers. But imagining is very much

alive, its potency as an act manifesting iteself in daily feats of fancy as well as in the

production of poets."37 Irr suggesting that there is something more to imagination

than conceptualizing unusualiy and effectively, r am not suggesting that we return

to the pre-Rylean notion of a faculty of imagination. Rather, I would advocate

White's contention that "to imagine something ís to think of it as possibly being

so'"38 L:r other words, imagination "is a thought of the possible rather than of the

actual, of what might or could be so rather than of what is or must be so, even when

what is possibie happens, unknown to the thinker, to be actual.,,39 Thus, having an

imagination is nothing more than thinking but it involves thinking about some-

thing in a particular way. Herein lies the difference between Barrow's imaginative
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concePtualizing ar-rd White's imagining. Barrow is focusing on a product, a certain

type of conceptualization, i.e., one which is unusual and effective. White is focus-

ing on a process; a way of thinking about something, i.e., as if that something (it

could be anything) is possibly so. I am not suggesting that Barrow's imaginative

product and White's imaginative process are dichotomous. FIowever, I think it is

possible to imagine, in the sense advocated by White, without necessarily producing

a product, i.e., a certain conceptualization. This would be the case when children are

imagining that they are bunny rabbits. Aithough they are thinking of themselves as

bunnies, they have not produced some unusual and effective conceptualization. It

may be unusual to think of oneself as a bunny (especially in the case of an aduit), but

one could not really label oneself as conceptualizing effectively when imagining

that one is a bunny.

Thus, I would suggest that Barrow and White are considering two different

senses of "imagination." Furthermore, I would suggest that Barrow's conception of

imaginative products may be subsumed under the rubric of creative. In chapter

four, I argued that the criterion for something to be deemed creative was the

creation of an original and valuable product. I would suggest that a conceptualiza-

tion may be viewed as a product. Perkins emphasizes this contention when he

states that

in real life, the outcome of a creative endeavor is almost always a complex
product rather than a brief answer to a question . . . Theoremi, theorieÀ,
definitions, classification systems, arguments, analyses, field notes, inter-
pretations, and evaluations are among many products of inquiry found
in the study of the various disciplines.a0

If a conceptualization is viewed as a product of inquiry, then having an unusual and
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effective conceptualization would not be unlike producing an original and valuable

product' Thus, Barrow's conception of imaginative is no different than the concep-

tion of creative argued for in chapter four.

Although Barrow's conception of imaginative may be referred to as creative,

this is not the case with White's conception of imaginative thinking. As mentioned

previously, imagining oneself to be a bunny does not result in the creation of an

original and valuable product. However, I would suggest that this sense of imagin-

ing is reiated to, and important for, creating original and valuable products which is

important for fostering understanding. This connection will be mad.e in chapter six

but at this point I want to expand upon what it means to think of something as

possibly being so.

Perceiving or Conceiving As?

White suggests that much of the work done in the area of the imagination

has involved "a mistaken assimilation of imagination and visualization.,,4l It is

tempting to suggest that the common thread running through the different selses

of imagination is the Wittgensteinian notion of "seeing as." Recall Wittgenstein,s

duck-rabbit illustration; the picture can be "seen as" a rabbit's head or ,,seen 
as,, a

duck's head. This explanation may account for examples such as students in a

dance class being directed to imagine that colorful scarves are leaves blowing in the

wind. Thus, the scarves could be "seen as" scarves or they could be ,,seen 
as,,

blowing leaves.
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Flowever, a cursory look at the different senses of imagining or imaginative

reveals the inability of a function of perception to adequately account for all

potential senses of imagination. Redfern suggests that, although neither complete

nor exclusive, it appears possible to draw five major distinctions when referrring to

the concept of imagining. These distinctions are:

1) Imaging - the occurence of mental imagery.
Two types:

a) undirected - e.g., daydreaming;
b) directed - either self-directed or guided from the outside,
e.g.t a teacher asking students to conjure up an image of
some sort or other.

2) Empathizing - appreciating in some measure how a person appraises
and therefore feels about a situation.

3) Believing falsely - with children it is often the case that they take the
imaginary for the real as a result of acting; make-believe passes
into beiief.

4) Acting - playing a part or pretending.
5) Using "creative imagination" - seeing things in a way different from

how they actually or already are in order to produce public artefacts
and performances judged to be of excellence according to the stand-
ards characteristic of the particular activity or discipline in question.42

Scruton, in his discussion of the "various phenomena grouped under the heading

of the imagination" wants to acount for the following:

forming an image ('picturing'); imagining in its various forms (imagining
that . . ., imagining what it would be like if . . ., imagining what it is like to
. . . : some of these constructions are propositional, some not; some relate to
knowledge that . . . some to knowledge by acquaintance); doing something
with imagination, (imagination as adverbial rather than predictive); using
imagination to see something; seeing an aspect.43

Although Redfern's reference to "imaging" and Scruton's "forming an image" can

easily be viewed as a function of "seeing as," it is not so obvious that "empathizing"

or "imagining what it would be like if . . ." involve perception. Thus, the notion of
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"seeing as" cannot account for all potential senses of imagination. As Egan notes,

"by recognizing that our everyday use of imagination'refers, perhaps most ofte', to
the non-pictorial and non-imageable, we reali ze that the imagination is not simply a

capacity to form images, but is a capacity to think in a particurar way.,,44 Hence, we

come back to white's notion - "it is a way that crucially involves our capacity to

think of the possible rather than just the actual.,,4S

The suggestion that "seeing as" is a component of all senses of imagination is

a result of a conflation between perceiving and conceiving. Having suggested that

the potential senses of imagination do not all entail perceiving , it may be fruitful to
consider whether they all entail "conceiving as." Redfern's sense of empathizing is

a case of scruton's "imagining what it would be like to .;,, in this case, imagining

what it-would be like to be the person with whom you are empathizing. This would

seem to be a situation where the person empathizing is thinking of something as

possibly being so, i.e., being "in the shoes" of the other person. Redfern,s senses of

acting and believing falsely (which is a result of acting to the point of not being able

to separate the make-believe from rearity) are synonymous with scruton,s

"imagining that . . ." and "imagining what it is like to . .', These situations are

obviously a case of thinking of something as possibly being so. The actor playing

MacBeth is thinking of himself as MacBeth and his feliow actors as King Duncan,

Lady MacBeth' etc. The child who is "believing falsely" in an imaginary friend is

thinking of his/her imaginary friend as possibry being so (being rear, that is).

Although the above senses of the imaginative would seem to involve ,,con-
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ceiving as" or "thinking of something as possibty being so," it does not seem to be as

obvious that "imaging," "using imagination to see something,,, and ,,seeing 
an

aspect" involve "conceiving as." However, I would suggest that forming an image

is simpiy thinking of something as possibly being so in a visual sense. whatever is
being imaged may exist in reality but it need not. Thus, if I am imagining my bed-

room/ I am thinking of something in a visual sense which actually exists. on the

other hand, if I am forming an image of a dance which I would like to create, I am

thinking of how I would have the dancers move "in my head" without the dance

actually existing at this point. In using my imagination to see something, i.e., to see

a cloud as the shape of an elephant, I am thinking about what an elephant looks iike
and thinking of the cloud as possibly being so (that is, the shape of an elephant). see-

ing an aspect is obviously a function of perception but not to the exclusion of concep.

tion' In seeing wittgenstein's duck-rabbit figure as a duck, I am seeing a figure

drawn on PaPer but I am thinking of it as possibty being so (that is, a duck). If I do a

Gestalt shift and see the figure as a rabbit, I am still seeing the same figure drawn on

the paper but I am thinking of it as possibly being a rabbit. Thus, thinking is of fun-

damental importance in the situation of "seeing as." This point is reiterated by

winchester when he suggests that "'Eeeing as' is not part of perception - it is related

to imaging and the imagination: prior knowledge, prior acquaintance, or mastery of

a technique, or sometimes mere social place, are preliminary to the possibility of an

âspect'"46 In fact, I would Propose that although one can think without images, one

cannot image without thinking. As mentioned previously, having an imagination
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is simply thinking, but thinking in a particul ar way, that is, thinking of somethi^g

as possibly being so.

Thinking of something as possibly being so is directly related to interpretive

reasoning which, as discussed in chapter three, is integral to attaining understand-

ing through the arts. one can attain a unique understanding of human experience

by apprehending the aesthetic features which make the expression of the content of
the work unique' However, in apprehending these aesthetic features, one must

utilize imaginative thinking; that is, thinking of these aesthetic features as possibly

being so - as possibly expressing something. Relating this utilization of the imagina-

tion in appreciating the dance piece Balance, cited in chapter three, one must

"conceive of" the way the dancer reaches, balances precariously, and then falls as

possibly expressing humankind's desire for balance in their lives and the difficulty

involved in achieving it. Thus, in appreciating works of art, imaginative thinking

is fundamentai to interpretive reasoning and this reasoning is fundamental to

attaining the rich understanding which is possible through experience with the arts.

Although I have only referred to the utilization of imaginative thinking in

appreciating works of art, in chapter six I will examine the role of the imaginative in

creating works of art.

A Fluency Problem?

Thus far I have been proposing a conception of the imagination based on

white's notion of thinking of something as possibly being so. \4rhite also defines

the imaginative Person. He suggests that an "imaginative person is one with the
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ability to think of lots of possibilities, usually with some richness of detail.,,4z

Although I agree with his conception of the imagination as thinking of possibilities,

a caveat is in order regarding the notion of thinkin g of lots of possiblities. Bailin

addresses this probiem when she discusses the generative versus the evaluative

aspects of thinking' Her thesis is that imaginative thinking does not only involve

the generating of possibilities but it also involves an evaiuative component. ,,The

main point of the account, however, is that the free play of ideas is never really

totally free, that there are constraints on what ideas are generated, that evaluation

and criticism are very much aspects of imaginative invention."48 A prime example

of an activity which is typicatly considered to be purely generative in nature is that

of brainstorming. Teachers are cautioned when utilizing this approach to guard

againbt prejudgment, i.e., ". . . students should be given the time and freedom to let

their imaginations go, to brainstorm. It is especially important to guard against

prejudgment and premature closure, since the best ideas sometimes come late, and

prejudgment can block the kind of open exploration that can yield these ideas.,,49

However, I would suggest, and I think Bailin would concur, that judgment ls

involved in this generation of ideas. For instance, if a class was brainstorming for

ideas for a dance piece having to do with the different seasons, the students would

not suggest the idea of a toaster. Not just any ideas are generated in brainstorming,

only those which respond to the constraints of the situation.

Thus, it is not the quantity of ideas soiicited but rather the quality which

characterizes the imaginative. Quality requires, as Winchester pointed out, prior
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knowledge, prior acquaintance, or mastery of a technique. The contention that

knowledge is necessary for imaginative thinking is emphasized by Egan. ',we can

only construct possible worlds, can only think of things as possibiy being so, out of

what we alread/ knor4¡."50 Prior knowledge is necessary if one is to make sound

judgments and, again citing Winchester, "imagination is central to judgment.,,51

The relationship between imagination and judgment wili be expiored in the

foliowing chapter. At this point I wish to restate that the conception of the imagina-

tion that is being advocated is that of thinking of something as being possibly so; and

the imaginative Person is someone who thinks of "quality" possibilities. These

"quality" possibilities are reminiscent of Baruow's "effective" conceptualizations.

However, unlike Barrow's "conceptualizations," which seem limited to a ,,product,,

situation, the conception of imagination as thinking of something as being possibly

so accounts for "imaginative" activity which may not lead directly to the creation of

a product, e'g' hopping like bunnies. I am proposing that much of the activity

which takes place in the creative dance class is of this nature, that is, imaginative as

opposed to creative. The relationship between the imaginative and the creative and

implications for creative dance education will be examined in the following chapter.
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Chapter VI

IMPLICATIONS FOR CREATIVE DANCE EDUCATION

I have argued that fostering understanding through creative dance involves

the appreciation and creation of new and valuable products. This conception of
what creative dance education should look like runs counter to what typically

occurs in the creative dance crass, e.g., children continuousry engaged in ,,free

expression" activities. Such activities may be valuable, i.e., self-expression as

therapeutic, exploration of materials as necessa ry beginning steps to creating

aesthetically valuable products, etc., but their objectives should be clarified and their

relationship to creating aesthetically valuable dances elucidated. I will now attempt

to clarify the objectives of activities done in the name of creative dance and eluci-

date the relationship between these activities and the appreciation and creation of

new and valuable products, which, I have argued, is necessary to foster understand-

ing through creative dance.

As discussed in chapter one, creative dance is often viewed as a therapeutic

"process'" wiseman suggests that "there will be some who wish to develop expres-

sive movement into an art form, and these children will need skilled teachers,

discipline, technique, and the experience of communicating through dance to

observers, but I wish to talk about the process of dancing and not the product.',1 I
would argue against this proposed dichotomy between process and product, suggest-

ing that if creative dance is expressive in nafure, it would seem that its purpose

wouid best be fulfilled if the expression was recogn tzabreby observors.
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Furthermore, as Baiiin points out, "if expression must necessarily be in a medium,

then control of the medium is a prerequisite for expression."2 Si¡ce the medium of
creative dance is the dancer's body, the dancer must become familiar with how it
moves' This requires knowledge of, and skill in utilizing, the basic movement

elements.

Contrary to Wiseman's inference that creative dance teachers need not be

skilled, I am suggesting that creative dance teachers must have a theoretical and

practical knowledge of basic movement elements. Unlike dance forms such as bal-

basic movement vocabulary is made possible by

such as the one proposed by Laban. Exampies of

include "body awareness, space awaïeness, the

the adaptation to partners and groups."3

suggesting lessons based on themes

let' a workable knowledge of basic movement elements need not take a lifetime to
acquire. The acquisition of a

studying movement analyses

Laban's movement elements

awareness of weight, time, and flow; and

Numerous handbooks have been written

developed from these movement elements.4 Although these handbooks provide

many good lesson ideas there appears to be a dearth of writing regarding the

development of these movement themes to the point where a valuable product can

be created, i.e., an aestheticaliy valuable piece of choreography. \Alhat is required is

additional training in the area of aesthetics, particularly the acquisition of the body

of knowledge involving aesthetic features. I am suggesting that the acquisition of a

basic movement vocabulary as well as an "aesthetic features" vocabulary is possible

within the time constraints of teacher training programs.
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In an attempt to explain this lack of consideration of a product resuiting

from tire development of rnovement elements, it would seem critical to consider

the age of the students involved in creative dance. Typically creative dance is taught

in the primary grades. By the intermediate grades, creative dance experiences are

often replaced by folk dance and by the senior years, dance is often relegated to elec-

tives in social and/or iazz dance.S A partial explanation of this situation may be that

teachers perceive creative dance as the acquistion of basic motor skiils rather than as

an art form' For example, if creative dance is perceived as an activity to learn the

basic motor skill of hopping, once the six year old has rearned how to hop, the

teacher may not see the need to continue creative dance activities focusing on

hopping' However, if creative dance is perceived as an expressive art form, there

n'ould be no age limit to the use of hopping to express ideas and feelings, i.e., the

feeling of instability, etc.

By implying that creative dance should be taught beyond the primary grades, I
am not suggesting that the activities performed in creative dance class should be the

same throughout the educational curriculum. In the primary grades there may be

more of a focus on the development of basic motor skilts because students must

develop these skitls before they can use them for expressive purposes. Frowever, a

focus on the development of motor skitls does not negate the creation of original

and valuable products. I am suggesting that if children are to participate in creative

dance which is truly creative, they must, from an early age, see that the skills they

are leaming can be used to create "dances." These dances will not be of the same
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calibre as those created in the later grades but even the creation of a simple sequence

(with a beginning, a middle, and an end) which can be repeated will reinforce the

importance of a product. The quality of the product will increase as students learn

how to use their bodies in a more expressive manner.

By suggesting that students must learn basic motor skilts before they can use

them for expressive purposes, I must emphasize that I am not suggesting that in the

primary grades creative dance is used to learn motor skills and only in the later

grades do students use these skilts to express ideas and feelings. One of Laban,s

movement categories includes the awareness of weight, time and flow. Thus

chiidren can learn to move with different weight, i.e., light or heavy, in different

time, i'e', slow or fast, or with varying flow, i.e., bound or free. young children can

experience these different effort qualities while walking. They need not have mas-

tered hopping or galloping to experience what it means to stomp or fiit lightly
around the room' As children gain experience with these effort qualities they can be

used in more complex combinations. Laban isolates eight basic effort actions which

are constitutive of different combinations of weight, time and flow: 1) pressing -

firm, direct, sustained;2) Flicking - light, flexible, sudden; 3) punching or Thrusting -

sudden, direct, firm; 4) Floating or Flying - sustained, flexible, light; s) wringing _

flexible, sustained, firm; 6) Dabbing - direct, sudden, lighf 7) slashing - sudden, firm,

flexible; 8) Gliding - sustained, light, direct.6 These eight basic effort actions may be

too complicated for the primary student but they can form the basis of numerous

lessons for the older student- hr summary, the teaching of basic effort actions for the
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Primary student and more compiex effort actions for the older student wiil help

students develop the ability to use movement in an expressive manner. The ability

to use movement in an expressive manner is integrai to the creation of aesthetically

valuabie products, i-e., works with aesthetic features, and are important for the

fostering of understanding through creative dance.

Having discussed the implications of the conception of creative dance leading

to the creation of aesthetically valuable products, I will now focus on the implica-

tions of this conception for the methods of teaching creative dance. Contrary to

much of the thinking today regarding creativity in education, the development of

knowledge and skill can best be done initially through imitation. Thus, we witness

a fundamental connection between appreciating and creating valuable works of art.

By using the term "imit¿tion," I am not advocating meïe copying. Rather, I am

referring to the Renaissance concept of "imitation" which Bantock points out

involved the internalization of aspects of past achievements, an essential
element in creativity. We use thiô word 'creativity' carelessiy and some-
times - though today perhaps less than we used to do - *u ,""* to think
that any manifestation of chl¿ behaviour if it's on paper somehow con-
stitutes a manifestation of the creative. But, as onr þt itosophers have
pointed out, the essential element in the concept of ãreativiiy is some ele-
ment of value; and therefore the Renaissan." ãort.ept of imitation,, with
its notion of the internalization of past mod.els as essential elements in the
creative process, seems to be a very fruitful one.Z

The Renaissance notion of imitation is evident in the following description by the

Afro-Carribbean poet Derek Walcott, who was encouraged by fwo teachers and a

library: "It couldn't afford trash. I've often wondered what would have happened if
I hadn't encountered Shakespeare, Dickens - all those Faber and Dent library books -

and the poets. I would set out to imitøte them: I'd do one like Auden, another like
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Dylan Thomas - it was an apprenticeship" [italics added]. I Abbs emphasizes that
"walcott's notion of 'a guild of poets, a craft in the best sense practiced expresses a

sense of apprenticeship, of emulation, of continuity and development in art-making
which is necessa ry to any arts education, whatever the art-form and whatever the

age of the student'"9 Abbs notes that this sort of imitation of inspirational modeis is

necessary "whatever the age of the student." Gardner, who proposes a develop-

mental analysis of artistic competence stresses that middle childhood is ,,a time

when the child is especially open and undefensive and is receptive to aid, sugges-

tion and inspirational models,' [italics added]. 10

I must point out that "inspirational models" presented to students need not
only be relegated to tire historical category. The teacher him/herself is a primary
model and possible source of inspiration. This is evident in stockhausen,s ap-

proach to teaching music: "If such a person spends several weeks, several months,

with me, he begins to discover things. He'll discover the same as me.',11 Regarding

the teaching of creative dance, Ritson presents a five stage model where the second

level involves imitating.

Practice at imitating is second in the learning process toward creative dance.It helps create a positive attitude toward paiticipation and allows children tograsp definitions of movement variables,'revieil, skills and concepts, and takeadvantage of modeling opportunities. Imitating is provided so the childrenmay move easily and freely. Clearly, children än läurn uy àla"ting otherÈ
behaviors.l2

It is important to note that in Ritson's model, imitating is an early stage in the

teaching of creative dance. I must emphasize that the student must not stop at
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imitating the teacher or other "inspirational models." Rather, imitation is an

important means of acquiring knowiedge and skills which students can use to begin

creating dance pieces of a more original nature. The quality of these pieces will

de'elop as the depth of knowledge and degree of skill develops.

The suggestion that an important method of teaching creative dance is

through imitation is not only counter to what typically occurs in the creative dance

class but it also reinforces the need for the teacher to be well versed in the skills and

techniques required in creating valuable products. He/she may not be an accom_

plished artist Per se, but a knowledge of the tradition is necessary to fuliy appreciate

excellent work and an appreciation of such work is a prerequisite for attempting the

creation of works of value. I must stress that in advocating the creation of valuable

works, I am not advocating the withdrawal of recognition of a child's product until

it is of "Nureyev calibre." Rather, a product can be praised at different stages. What

is important, however, is that the chitd is working toward the creation of an

aesthetically valuable product.

The appreciation and creation of aesthetically valuable products require two

things, skills/knowledge and imaginative thinking. Skills and knowledge are

required to appreciate and create something of value. Imaginative thinking is

required to think of something original, i.e., to think of something that has not been

thought of before as possibly being so. Thus, imaginative thinking is necessary to

appreciate and create original products, and skills and knowledge are necessary to

appreciate and create valuable products. The role of the imaginative and the

creative and the interplay between the two would benefit from a more detailed
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examination.

The Role of the Imaginative

In chapter five, I proposed that being imaginative involved thinking of
possibilities or of something as possibly being so. This is a critical element in both
the creation and appreciation of creative dance. I wiil first discuss the creation of
dance and return to a discussion of its appreciation later. Irr conceivi.g u potential
creative dance piece, it is essential that the choreographer (I will use this term to
designate anyone creating a dance piece - regardless of level achieved) arrive at the

best possible means of conveying what he/she conceives. This may require

thinking of a variety of possible means of expressing what helshe wishes to express.

I will refer to this as the first sense of imaginative thinking. If the choreographer

has "hit upon" a aalua'ble means of expression immediately, without an exploration
of numerous possibiiities, then he,/she may still have to think of this means of
expressing as possibty being so (the second sense of imaginative thinking).

For example, if a choreographer wishes to create a dance conveying the image

of a snowstorm, he/she may immediately think of having the dancers whirl and

twirl their bodies at different levels with a growing intensity. If these movements

create an effective image, helshe will not have to think of other possibilities.

However, he/she would still be thinking imaginatively in the second sense if the

whirling' twirling dancers were thought of as possibly being browing snow. Any_

time throughout the creative process, the choreographer may think of another

possibilify, Q-8., the "bunching" together of dancers to show an increase in the
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"thickness" of the snowstorm, and thus, the first sense of imaginative thinking can

recur throughout the creative activity. The second sense of imaginative thinking

must be present at all times if the choreographer is to create a believable portrayal of

a snowstorm.

Both senses of imaginative thinking may be involved in the appreciation of

creative dance. For example, if an audience is experiencing a dance where dancers

are moving very slowly to very somber music and then one dancer seems to ,,buck

the flow" and speed up his/her movements, the audience may think of different

possible interpretations. One interpretation may be that the choreographer is mak-

ing a statement regarding non-conformity. Another possibility may involve a less

literal interpretation. It may be that the audience simpiy experiences the dissonance

invoived in watching fast movements to siow music. The first possibility would

seem to require imaginative thinking in the second sense but this may not be the

case with the second interpretation. The first interpretation would involve think-

ing of the fast-moving dancer as possibly being a non-conformist. Such thinking as

possibly being so does not seem to play a significant role in the second interpreta-

tion' Thus both senses of imaginative thinking need not be present in the apprecia-

tion of creative dance but I am proposing that at least one sense of imaginative

thinking is always present in the creation and appreciation of an aesthetic activity.

Sheppard emphasizes the important role played by the imagination in

appreciating art. The conception of the imagination as the thinking of possiblities or

of something as possibly being so is important for appreciating both representational

and expressionist art.
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when we resPond to A as a rePresentation of B, we are not simply decipher-ing a code or.re.clsniz¡ng a resãmblance. our imagination links A and Btogether, guided by whatever cues the artist has inciuded in the work. Wevaiue representational art which gives scope to this_capacity of the imagina-tion [A as possibly being B]. Thelrt of tràmpe-I'oeil ii not íatued highlyprecisely because it is so easy to. take the picture for the ,"utity. There is littleroom here to exercise the imagination ur,d .,o opportunity for the mentaibaiancing act involved in seeiñg a picture both as'a ,"pruíur1iution of some-
thing else and as a configuration of shapes and corours.13

In expressionist art, the artist is often attempting to express an emotion or feeling.

For the audience to understand what is being expressed, they will have to use their

imagination, i'e', think of a feeling or emotion as possibly being so. This will often

require them to think of situations where they have felt the feeling or emotion

being expressed by the artist. Lr a sense, the audience recreates the experience which

stimulates that feeling or emotion. sheppard alludes to this process when she

suggests that "to grasp the happiness I am expressin gby my singing and dancing

others must attend to what I am doing and use their imaginations to recreate my

experience for themselves."l4 It is the recreating of a feeiing or emotion which

distinguishes aesthetic imagining from fantasizing or daydreaming. ,,when we day-

dream, when we conjure up scenes and people in our own minds and imagine our

reactions to them, we imagine feeling emotions but this is different from the

imagining involved in aesthetic experience. Daydreaming is free to wander at will

as the response to a wotk of art is not."15 It is the features of a work of art, i.e.,

aesthetic features, what is represented, and often the title, which place some con-

straints on what is imagined or what is thought of as possibly being so.

As suggested in chapter five, one can attain a unique understanding of
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human experience by apprehending the aesthetic features which make the

expression of the content of the work unique. The apprehensio. of these aesthetic

features involves imaginative thinkingi that is, thinking of these aesthetic features

as possibly being so - as possibly expressing something. In creating works of art,

deciding uPon how to express something also requires thinking of aesthetic features

as exPressing possibilities. Thus, imaginative thinking ptays a fundamental role in

both appreciating and creating works of art and this imaginative thinking, combined

with the feelings evoked through the apprehension of aesthetic features, is funda-

mental to attaining the rich understanding which is possible through experience

with the arts.

The Role of the Creative

In chaptet four,I proposed that being creative invoived the creation of

original and valuable products. The production of such products requires skill and

knowledge as well as imaginative thinking. As suggested earlier, skiil and know-

ledge are required to create something of value while imaginative thinking is

required to think of something original. In presenting the relationship between

imagination and skitt/knowredge in this way, it may appear that I have set up a

dichotomy between the two. However, this is not my intention. In fact, there is a

constant interplay between the use of skills and knowledge and using them in

imaginative ways, i.e., thinking of something as possibly being so and using skill

and knowledge to portray this image. Bailin notes the existence of this interplay

when she suggests that imagination
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is not an element which is separable from skill and which transcends it.Rather, tirey are .199."ty interõonnected, with imaglnatiãn manifested inthe execution of skill and skill involved in the deîeiop-e; of an imagin-ative vision' Skills are suffused with imagination, as ir, ir-, fact, our thinkingin general'. All inteiligent thought and beîaviour ir,rroírr", loing beyond thegirren and has an imaginative, fenerative component which is constrainedby skill and judgment' This intãrplay of skill ur,a irnugir,utior is central to
the growth of traditions and thus to how creative achievement is possible.l6

Bailin proceeds to give exampies from different art forms demonstrating the inter-

play between imagination and skill. Regarding music, she suggests that ,,there 
are

always numerous judgments to be made regarding such features as rhythm, tempo,

and phrasing, and particular choices might create effects which are deemed especial-

ly effective"'17 This would appear to be an obvious case where imaginative

thinking, i'e', thinking of possibilities, comes into play. The sense of imaginative

thinking as tl-rinking of something as possibly being so plays an important role in
the art form of theatre arong with skili and technique.

If the notion of technique is limited to movement on stage, control of thevoice and body, proþction, and similar abilities, then the"ability to actimaginativery and effectively must be viewed u, ,or""iru;;;"*. yet
surely the ability to understánd a character and to create u fiuti"rruule pre-sence on stage is a-part of the actor's skill as well. Such a characterization
comes not purel{ ft-* a pre-existing abstract vision, but rather from theactor working with the script, directór, and other u.iorc an¿ àãrretoping
the characterization througñ technical abilities and acting ,r.iiir. oncethis is recognized, we cuniee here again that the notionã of imagination
and skill are not easily separated.lS

The idea of a "pre-existing abstract vision" implies the notion that skills are

not involved in imaginative thinking. However, as Bailin points out, this does not

appear to be the case when art is created. "It is not the case that the artist possesses a

full-blown imaginative vision totally independent of the skills constitutive of the
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art' Rather, higher-order skills necessarily involve imagination and these skills

contribute to and are an integral part of the development of the imaginative

vision'"19 These higher-order skills "are not a matter simply of proficiency in

certain techniques, but rather a very sophisticated mastery based on a repertoire of

lower order skills. This involves the integration of lower order skills, and

considerable judgment."2O It is the involvement of judgment wherein lies the work

of the imagination' In making a judgment, one is considering alternatives. This is

an instance of thinking of possibilities. Thus, there is an intimate connection

between imaginative thinking and creating original and valuable products.

Educational Implications

When creative dance is perceived as an activity producing original and

valuable products, the implications for educational practice are quite different from

those resulting from a free expression view. As well as knowledge and skills, I am

proposing that activities requiring imaginative thinking are required to create

original and valuable products.

The knowledge to be taught would include the principles of the discipline of

which the creative activity is a part of. Bailin states that

the knowledge which is crucial to creative achievement is much more thanmerely an acquaintance witha body of facts. It involves, as well, an in-depthunderstanding of the principles anã procedures of the discipline in question,
of the method whereby inquiry procdeds, of the standards aåcording to which
reasons are assessed, and of the over-all goals and deep questions which are
at issue.21

With regard to creative dance, the knowledge to be taught would include an under-
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standing of movement principles. As mentioned in chapter one, the learni'g of

basic movement principles can result from studying movement analyses such as tl-re

one Proposed by Laban' Regarding "over-all goals and deep questions," the issue of

tire aesthetic nature of creative dance should be discussed. That is, students should

be made aware of the aesthetic potentiai of creative dance. This would involve the

teaching of aesthetic features and aesthetic theories. Even in the early grades,

students should be attempting to create aesthetically valuabie dance pieces. These

will not be of the same calibre as those created in the later grades but an understand-

ing of form can be aquired early on when young students realize that a dance has a

beginning, a middle, and an end, and that static positions are a good way to indicate

a beginning and an end. The teaching of effort quarities such as fast/siow and

heavy /light will give students the ability to add variety to their movements. As

mentioned in the first section of this chapter, as students get older, they can gain

experience with these effort qualities in more complex combinations.

Closely linked to knowledge of movement is skill in using this knowledge,

and closely linked to higher-order skills is the utilization of imaginative thinking.

As mentioned eariier, the learning of skilts/knowledge is often viewed as being

opposed to participation in imaginative activities. This is especially true in the area

of creative dance' Too often, teachers of creative dance feel that spending time

learning about movement principles or aesthetic feafures detracts from time spent

in "free-expressive" movement. However, I propose that time spent acquiring

knowledge and higher-order skills (those requiring imaginative thinking) is not

only worthwhile but necessary if aesthetically valuable dance pieces are to be created.
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Bailin emphasizes this contention.

. . . skill a.d k'owredge are not.inhilill"g, but rather open the way forcreative achievem:|t. 
. 
High order skills ãre not merely mechanized habitsbut involve critical judgmenl,applied in a variety of 

"nu"jing circumstan-ces' Thus the teaching of skills-ai fiexible abilitie; related io ends which
may \¡ary might obviate the possiblity of rigidity and mech anization.Z2

Tl're teaching of skills as fiexible abilities is intimately connected with the conception

of imaginative thinking as thinking of possibilities or as thinking of something as

possibly being so' This connection between the imagination and skills might not sit

well with the creative dance teacher who feels that he/she is fostering the imagina_

tion by asking students to move like bunnies. Flowever, I would suggest that skills

are involved in this imaginative activity. When children are asked to move like

bunnies, they are asked to make a judgment regarding what kind of movement a

bunny makes, They may think of a number of possibiiities. They may think of

moving on all fours or they might hop on two feet. This decision is made in

conjunction with the use of a locomotor skill. Their skill levei may place con-

straints on their possible movement choices, i.e., if they are unable to coordinate

their hands and feet, they will not be abie to choose the possibility of moving on all

fours' The chitdren may also utilize their skills of applying effort qualities, i.e., they

might hop very fast or they might be the Easter Bunny hopping methodically from

one hiding spot to another. Whether the children explore different possibilities or

whether they decide on one right away, the chitdren also have to think imagina-

tively in the sense of thinking of themselves as possibly being bunnies. Thus, the

imagination is fostered, but this occurs in conjunction with the development of

high order skills. I hope that I have demonstrated that many of the seemingly
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simpie activities done in the name of creative dance may utilize high order skills.

Conclusions

The purpose of this thesis was to provide a justification for the inclusion of
creative dance in the educational curriculum; to show why creative dance should be

included in the educational curriculum and what creative dance education would
have to look like in order to provide this sort of educationai value. I have

attempted to do this, first by suggesting that creative dance is aesthetic in nature. I
am not denying that it has value as physical education, as thera py, or as an integra-

tive subject' I am only suggesting that some of its strongest features are aesthetic

features' For example, the movement elements which constitute the basis for
creative dance lessons include aesthetic features such as the symmetrical use of the

body, baiance in regards to one dancer as well as between dancers on the stage, the

flow of a movement, etc. Creative dance fits under the aesthetic theory of expres-

sionism in that movement is typically used to express feelings and emotions.

Aesthetic features such as those mentioned earlier are utilized in this expression.

Thus, creative dance shourd be viewed first and foremost as an art form.

Second, I attempted to demonstrate that aesthetic activity can be justified

based on the rich understanding which it is possible to attain through aesthetic

activify' Once again, I am not denying the infrinsic value of aesthetic activity, but
oniy suggesting that it has value in its potential to foster understanding. I suggest

that the understanding gained from experiencing how the content of a work of art is
expressed is a unique understanding, involving interpretive rather than inductive
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or deductive reasoning. understanding gained from aesthetic activity is sensuous

in nature' The "richness" involved is a result of the close connection between

reason and feeling which is fundamental to aesthetic experiences. Experiencing

particular works of art evoke in us feelings which lead to a greater understanding of

human experience. I am suggesting that this rich understanding can be attained

paradigmatically through aesthetic experience, thus providing a convincing

justification for aesthetic activity.

Having provided a justification for aesthetic activity and having suggested

that creative dance should be viewed as an aesthetic activity, I have hopefuily pro-

vided a justification for the inclusion of creative dance in the educational

curriculum' However, there are still the issues of creativity and imagination which

were discussed in my consideration of creative dance as an aesthetic activity. I wish

now to summarize how these concepts relate and how they form a cycle which

should be fundamental in the educational system. I wiil start with the imagination.

In conceptualizing the imagination as thinking of possibilities or of something as

possibly being so, I suggested that this imaginative thinking was fundamental to

interpretive reasoning which was necessary for the attainment of understanding

through the appreciation of works of art. I also made a connection between imagin-

ative thinking and the employment of skiils and knowledge, i.e., high order skills

requiring judgment which require the thinking of possibilities. These skills and

knowledge are necessary if students are to create original and valuable products. I
suggested that if these products involved aesthetic feafures, then they were aesthetic

in nature' Thus we arrive at the sequence of imaginative thinking being required
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for the appreciation and creation of aesthetically valuable products. However, this

sequence is not truly linear. If my thesis is correct, that aesthetic activity fosters

understanding, then understanding is gained from this experience and this

understanding can form the basis of further imaginative thinking and the cycle

begins again' Rather than use the cycle metaphor, it would be more appropriate to

use a spiral metaphor. The more exposure students have to aesthetic activity, the

greater the attainment of understanding, and there is an increase in their ,,data 
base,,

of thoughts and feelings, which increases their potential for imaginative thinking

which increases their potential to appreciate and create aesthetically valuable

products, and the spiral continues upward. This spiraling increase of understanding

would seem to be an important educational goal and one which should easily justify

the inclusion of creative dance in the educational curriculum.
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